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PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To lower the electrostatic capacity between both electrodes

of a face plate and a rear plate, and to restrict the influence of discharge between both

the electrodes by dividing electrodes to be arranged on a substrate opposite to each



other into plural parts, and connecting each electrode to an accelerating voltage

applying means through a resistor, and applying the constant voltage to each electrode.

SOLUTION: An electrode of a face plate is divided, and a high resistor Rl is inserted

into each divided electrode so as to lower the capacity and discharging current Ib2.

Fluctuation of the voltage to be applied to elements due to the discharging current is

thereby reduced so as to improve the generation of damage at the time of discharge.

Each electrode is connected in parallel with each other through a resistor, and at this

stage, in the case where multiple electron emitting elements are arranged so as to be

selected in a cathode side, an electron emitting type or other electron emitting element

can be desirably used. Influence to electron emitting element by discharge is thereby

relaxed, and durability is improved, and long lifetime is realized.
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not

reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3. In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] It is electron-emission equipment which said electrode is divided at

plurality in the electron-emission equipment which has an acceleration-voltage

impression means supply the electrical potential difference which accelerates

the substrate with which the electron-emission component has been arranged,

the electrode by which opposite arrangement was carried out at this substrate,

and the electron which said electron-emission component emitted to this

electrode, and each electrode is connected to said acceleration-voltage

impression means through a resistor, respectively, and is characterized by to be



impressed a constant voltage at each electrode.

[Claim 2] It is electron-emission equipment which said electrode is divided at

plurality in the electron-emission equipment which has the power source which

supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates the substrate with

which the electron-emission component has been arranged, the electrode by

which opposite arrangement was carried out at this substrate, and the electron

which said electron-emission component emitted to this electrode, and each

electrode is connected to said power source through the resistor, respectively,

and is characterized by to be impressed a constant voltage at each electrode.

[Claim 3] They are claim 1 which said electrode is prepared in the 2nd substrate

which counters this 1st substrate and is formed when the substrate with which

said electron emission component has been arranged is used as the 1st

substrate, and has the supporter material to which this electron emission

equipment holds spacing of said 1st substrate and 2nd substrate, or electron

emission equipment given in 2.

[Claim 4] Said supporter material is electron emission equipment according to

claim 3 which is what can pass a current between said 1st substrate and 2nd

substrate.



[Claim 5] Said supporter material is electron emission equipment according to

claim 3 which has conductivity and is electrically connected to one or less

electrode in said two or more divided electrodes.

[Claim 6] Said supporter material is electron emission equipment according to

claim 3 which has the 1st member which has this 1st conductivity, and the 2nd

member which has the 2nd conductivity and connects said electrode and said

1st member electrically, and is electrically connected to one or less electrode in

said two or more divided electrodes.

[Claim 7] Said supporter material is arranged ranging over two or more

electrodes in said divided electrode. Said supporter material It has the 1st

member which has the 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd

conductivity and connects said electrode and said 1st member electrically. It is

estranged and prepared and, for the 2nd conductivity, said each of 2nd member

electrically connected with each of said two or more electrodes is electron

emission equipment [ higher than the 1st conductivity ] according to claim 3.

[Claim 8] Said supporter material is arranged ranging over two or more

electrodes in said divided electrode. Said supporter material It has the 1st

member which has the 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd



conductivity and connects said electrode and said 1st member electrically. The

part of said two or more electrodes and said 2nd member are connected

electrically, said 2nd member is insulated electrically, and, for the 2nd

conductivity, the remainder of said two or more electrodes is electron emission

equipment [ higher than the 1st conductivity ] according to claim 3.

[Claim 9] Said divided electron emission equipment according to claim 1 to 8

with which applied voltage is set up for every electrode.

[Claim 10] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has

been arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters

this 1st substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter

material holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an

acceleration voltage impression means to supply the electrical potential

difference which accelerates the electron which said electron emission

component emitted to this electrode It is electron emission equipment

characterized by dividing said electrode into plurality, connecting each electrode

to said acceleration voltage impression means through the resistor, respectively,

and for said supporter material having conductivity, and connecting with one or

less electrode in said divided electrode electrically.



[Claim 1 1] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has

been arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters

this 1st substrate, In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter

material holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and the

power source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates

the electron which said electron emission component emitted to this electrode It

is electron emission equipment characterized by dividing said electrode into

plurality, connecting each electrode to said power source through the resistor,

respectively, and for said supporter material having conductivity, and connecting

with one or less electrode in said divided electrode electrically.

[Claim 12] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has

been arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters

this 1st substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter

material holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an

acceleration voltage impression means to supply the electrical potential

difference which accelerates the electron which said electron emission

component emitted to this electrode Said electrode is divided into plurality and

each electrode is connected to said acceleration voltage impression means



through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It has the 1st member

which has this 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd

conductivity and connects said electrode and said 1st member electrically. Said

supporter material Electron emission equipment characterized by connecting

with one or less electrode in said two or more divided electrodes electrically.

[Claim 13] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has

been arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters

this 1st substrate, In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter

material holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and the

power source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates

the electron which said electron emission component emitted to this electrode

Said electrode is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected to said

power source through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It has

the 1st member which has this 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has

the 2nd conductivity and connects said electrode and said 1st member

electrically. Said supporter material Electron emission equipment characterized

by connecting with one or less electrode in said two or more divided electrodes

electrically.



[Claim 14] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has

been arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters

this 1st substrate, In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter

material holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an

acceleration voltage impression means to supply the electrical potential

difference which accelerates the electron which said electron emission

component emitted to this electrode Said electrode is divided into plurality and

each electrode is connected to said acceleration voltage impression means

through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It is arranged ranging

over two or more electrodes in said divided electrode. Said supporter material It

has the 1st member which has the 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which

has the 2nd conductivity and connects said electrode and said 1st member

electrically. Said each of 2nd member electrically connected with each of said

two or more electrodes is electron emission equipment characterized by being

estranged and prepared and the 2nd conductivity being higher than the 1st

conductivity.

[Claim 15] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has

been arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters



this 1st substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter

material holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and the

power source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates

the electron which said electron emission component emitted to this electrode

Said electrode is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected to said

power source through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It is

arranged ranging over two or more electrodes in said divided electrode. Said

supporter material It has the 1st member which has the 1st conductivity, and the

2nd member which has the 2nd conductivity and connects said electrode and

said 1st member electrically. Said each of 2nd member electrically connected

with each of said two or more electrodes is electron emission equipment

characterized by being estranged and prepared and the 2nd conductivity being

higher than the 1st conductivity.

[Claim 16] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has

been arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters

this 1st substrate, In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter

material holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an

acceleration voltage impression means to supply the electrical potential



difference which accelerates the electron which said electron emission

component emitted to this electrode Said electrode is divided Into plurality and

each electrode is connected to said acceleration voltage impression means

through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It is arranged ranging

over two or more electrodes in said divided electrode. Said supporter material It

has the 1st member which has the 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which

has the 2nd conductivity and connects said electrode and said 1st member

electrically. It is electron eniission equipment with which the part of said two or

more electrodes and said 2nd member are electrically connected, and the

remainder of said two or more electrodes is characterized by insulating said 2nd

member electrically and the 2nd conductivity being higher than the 1st

conductivity.

[Claim 17] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has

been arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters

this 1st substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter

material holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and the

power source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates

the electron which said electron emission component emitted to this electrode



Said electrode is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected to said

power source through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It is

arranged ranging over two or more electrodes in said divided electrode. Said

supporter material It has the 1st member which has the 1st conductivity, and the

2nd member which has the 2nd conductivity and connects said electrode and

said 1st member electrically. It is electron emission equipment with which the

part of said two or more electrodes and said 2nd member are electrically

connected, and the remainder of said two or more electrodes is characterized by

insulating said 2nd member electrically and the 2nd conductivity being higher

than the 1st conductivity,

[Claim 18] In the electron emission equipment which has an acceleration voltage

impression means to supply the electrical potential difference which accelerates

the substrate with which the electron emission component has been arranged,

the electrode by which opposite arrangement was carried out at this substrate,

and the electron which said electron emission component emitted at this

electrode It is electron emission equipment characterized by dividing said

electrode into plurality, connecting each electrode to said acceleration voltage

impression means through the resistor, respectively, and setting up applied



voltage for said every divided electrode.

[Claim 19] It is electron-emission equipment characterized by for said electrode

to be divided at plurality in the electron-emission equipment which has the power

source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates the

substrate with which the electron-emission component has been arranged, the

electrode by which opposite arrangement was carried out at this substrate, and

the electron which said electron-emission component emitted to this electrode,

and for each electrode to be connected to said power source through a resistor,

respectively, and to be set up applied voltage for every divided electrode of said.

[Claim 20] Said divided electrode and said resistor are electron emission

equipment according to claim 1 to 19 formed in an outline same side.

[Claim 21] Said divided electrode is electron emission equipment according to

claim 1 to 19 formed in piles on said resistor.

[Claim 22] Said electron emission component is electron emission equipment

according to claim 1 to 21 to which the direction where two or more electron

emission components which more than one are prepared and may be driven to

coincidence are arranged, and the direction where said electrode is divided are

not parallel.



[Claim 23] The resistance of said resistor is electron emission equipment

according to claim 1 to 22 which it is from lOkohm to 1Gohm.

[Claim 24] The resistance of said resistor is electron emission equipment

.

according to claim 1 to 22 which it is for 4 M omega from lOkohm.

[Claim 25] Said electron emission component is R<=0.004xV/(nxle), when the

number of the electron emission components which are prepared, turn the

acceleration voltage to which the emission current value of R and each electron

emission component is impressed for the resistance of said resistor with le and

said electrode to V and one divided electrode, and emit an electron is set to n.

[ two or more ]

******** claim 1 thru/or electron emission equipment given in either of 24.

[Claim 26] Said electron emission component is electron emission equipment

according to claim 1 to 25 which is a surface conduction mold emission

component.

[Claim 27] Image formation equipment which is electron emission equipment

according to claim 1 to 26 and image formation equipment which has an image

formation member, and is characterized by forming an image in said image

formation member with the electron which said electron emission component



emitted.

[Claim 28] Said image formation member is image formation equipment

according to claim 27 which is the emitter which emits light by electronic

exposure.

[Claim 29] Said image formation member is claim 27 which is the fluorescent

substance which emits light by electronic exposure, or image formation

equipment given in 28.

[Claim 30] Said image formation member is image formation equipment

according to claim 27 to 29 formed in the substrate with which said electrode

currently divided is prepared.

[Claim 31] Said divided electrode is image formation equipment according to

claim 27 to 30 with which the ratio of width and length contains the electrode

which has the ratio of 4:3.

[Claim 32] Said divided electrode is image formation equipment according to

claim 27 to 31 the whole width and whose vertical ratio are 16:9.

[Claim 33] It is electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which is

electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which has the 1st and 2nd

electrodes countered and arranged and an electrical-potential-difference



impression means to give low potential relatively [ electrode / this / 1st ], and to

give high potential relatively [ electrode / 2nd ], and is characterized by

impressing a constant voltage to each electrode which said 2nd electrode is

divided and was this divided.

[Claim 34] It is electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which is

electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which has the 1st and 2nd

electrodes countered and arranged and the power source which gives low

potential relatively [ electrode / this / 1st ], and gives high potential relatively

[ electrode / 2nd ], and is characterized by impressing a constant voltage to each

electrode which said 2nd electrode is divided and was this divided.

[Claim 35] It is electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which is

electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which has the 1st and 2nd

electrodes countered and arranged and an electrical-potential-difference

impression means to give low potential relatively [ electrode / this / 1st ], and to

give high potential relatively [ electrode / 2nd ], and is characterized by to set up

the electrical potential difference which said 2nd electrode is divided and was

this divided, and which is impressed for every electrode.

[Claim 36] It is electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which is



electrical-potential-difference innpression equipment which has the 1st and 2nd

electrodes countered and arranged and the power source which gives low

potential relatively [ electrode / this / 1st ], and gives high potential relatively

[ electrode / 2nd ], and is characterized by to set up the electrical potential

difference which said 2nd electrode is divided and was this divided, and which is

impressed for every electrode.



DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention] Invention concerning this application relates to the

equipment which impresses an electrical potential difference using an electrode.

Moreover, it is related with the electron emission equipment concerning electron

emission. Moreover, it is related with the image formation equipment which

forms an image especially with an electron.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] The metal back who accelerates the electron source

substrate which image formation equipment was mentioned as a use gestalt of

the electron emission equipment using an electron emission component, for

example, formed many cold cathode electron emission components, and the

electron emitted from the electron emission component or a transparent

electrode, and the anode plate substrate possessing a fluorescent substance

are made to counter in parallel conventionally, and the electron ray display panel



of the flat-surface mold exhausted to the vacuum is known. The thing using [ on

such image formation equipment and ] the field emission mold electron emission

component is for example, I.Brodie, "Advanced technology.flat cold-cathode

CRTs", and Information. There are Display and a thing indicated by 1/17 (1989).

[ 89 and 17 ] Moreover, the thing using a surface conduction mold electron

emission component is indicated by U.S. Pat. No. 5066883 etc. The electron ray

display panel of a flat-surface mold can offer high brightness and a quality image

more compared with other flat-surface mold display panels, such as a

flat-surface mold display panel which could attain lightweight-izing and big

screen-ization and used liquid crystal, and a plasma display, an

electroluminescent display, compared with the cathode-ray tube (cathode ray

tube:CRT) display used widely now.

[0003] As an example of image formation equipment which used the electron

emission component for drawing 17 , the outline block diagram of an electron ray

display panel is shown. If the configuration of this panel is explained in full detail,

the rear plate whose 31 are an electron source substrate, the face plate whose

46 is an anode plate (anode) substrate, and 42 constitute the vacuum envelope

47 among drawing by the outer frame, the glass substrate whose 41 is the base



of a rear plate, and these. 34 is an electron emission component. 32 (scan

electrode) and 33 (signal electrode) are wiring electrodes, and are connected to

the component electrode, respectively. As for the glass substrate whose 46 is

the base of a face plate, and 44, a transparent electrode (anode) and 45 are

fluorescent substances (fluorescent screen).

[0004] In order to form an image in this display panel, the predetermined

electron emission component 34 located in the intersection of a matrix is

alternatively driven by carrying out sequential impression of the predetermined

electrical potential difference to the scan electrode 32 and signal electrode 33

which have been arranged in the shape of a matrix, the emitted electron is

irradiated at a fluorescent substance 45, and the luminescent spot is obtained to

a position. In addition, in order that a transparent electrode 44 may accelerate

the emission electron and may obtain the luminescent spot of higher brightness,

the high voltage Hv is impressed so that it may become high potential to a

component 34. Here, although the electrical potential difference impressed is

based also on the engine performance of a fluorescent substance, it is about

dozens of kV in electrical potential difference from several 100V. Therefore, in

order to make it vacuous dielectric breakdown (namely, discharge) not arise with



this applied voltage, as for the distance d between the rear plate 31 and a face

plate 46, it is common to be set as about several mm from 100 micrometers.

[0005] In addition, although the example which used the transparent electrode

here is explained, it may have as an electrode for forming a fluorescent

substance 45 on a glass substrate 46, impressing the above-mentioned high

voltage for the metal back who consists of aluminum etc. on it further, and

accelerating an electron, and may be.

[0006] Drawing 18 is the mimetic diagram showing a fluorescent screen. In the

case of monochrome, a fluorescent screen can consist of only fluorescent

substances. In the case of the fluorescent screen of a color, it can constitute

from the black member 91 and fluorescent substance 92 which are called a

black stripe ( drawing 18 (a)) or a black matrix ( drawing 18 (b)) by the array of a

fluorescent substance. In the case of color display, the purpose which

establishes a black stripe and a black matrix is to control [ it not being

conspicuous and carrying out color mixture etc. by distinguishing by different

color between each fluorescent substance 92 of a needed three-primary-colors

fluorescent substance with, and making the section black, and ] the fall of the

contrast by outdoor daylight reflection. This can be used if the transparency and



reflection of an ingredient of other light which use the graphite usually used as a

principal component as an ingredient of a black stripe are few ingredients,

[0007] The approach of applying a fluorescent substance to a glass substrate is

not based on monochrome and a color, but settling, print processes, etc. can be

used for it. The purposes using the metal back are making it act as an electrode

for impressing the acceleration voltage of raising brightness and an electron

beam, protecting a fluorescent substance from the damage by the collision of the

anion generated within the envelope, etc. by carrying out specular reflection of

the light by the side of an inside to a face plate 47 side among luminescence of a

fluorescent substance. It is producible by the metal back performing data

smoothing (usually called "filming") of the inside side front face of after

fluorescent screen production and a fluorescent screen, and making it deposit

using aluminum etc. after that.

[0008] In order to raise the conductivity of a fluorescent screen 45 to a face plate

47 further, a transparent electrode (un-illustrating) may be prepared in the

external surface side (glass substrate 46 side) of a fluorescent screen 45.

[0009] It is necessary to make each color fluorescent substance and an electron

emission component correspond in the case of a color, and sufficient alignment



is called for.

[0010] Moreover, when a screen product is enlarged in the case of the image

formation equipment of the flat-surface mold using the above electron rays, the

structural member for support of the container to the difference of the vacuum

inside a container and external atmospheric pressure may be required.

[0011] A spacer may be charged when such a member is prepared, and the

cation ionized with the electron which some electrons reflected with the electron

or face plate emitted from the electron source near the spacer collided or emitted

to the spacer adheres to a spacer. The image near the spacer will be distorted or

the electron emitted from the electron source when electrification of a spacer

was strong will be displayed with a light-and-darkness difference, when the orbit

can be bent, it arrives at a different location from the regular location on a

fluorescent substance and a display image is seen from the whole surface.

[0012] In order to solve this problem, the proposal (JP,57-1 18355,A,

JP,61 -124031 ,A) which removes electrification as a very small current flows to a

spacer is made. Then, electrification is prevented by making it a very small

current flow to a spacer by forming the high resistance film in the front face of an

insulating spacer.



[0013]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] Thus, in the image formation

equipment of the type which impresses the high voltage to opposite positive

inter-electrode with the above-mentioned metal back for accelerating a cold

cathode multi-electron source electron, a transparent electrode, etc., it is

advantageous to impress the high voltage to the maximum **** sake for

luminescence brightness. Since it will emit by the time it reaches a

counterelectrode, the electron ray emitted by the class of component has a

desirable thing with a short distance between two poles, when it is going to

realize the display of high resolution.

[0014] However, since it concentrates on some of phenomena in which the

electron source component 34 is destroyed by discharge since inter-electrode

[ which counters inevitably ] serves as high electric field, or fluorescent

substances and a current flows, the phenomenon in which some display screens

shine etc. may arise.

[0015] Discharge frequency is reduced for solution of such a problem, or it is

necessary to make discharge breakdown hard to produce.

[0016] As a cause of discharge breakdown, it concentrates on one point for a



short time, a high current flows, and it is thought that it is in destroying a

component by generation of heat, or destroying a component when the electrical

potential difference concerning an electron emission component rises for a

moment.

[0017] as show in drawing 19 as a means to reduce the current leading to

discharge breakdown , how to insert limit resistance in a serial can be consider ,

but 1000 500 length x width drive by line sequential with matrix wiring , and if this

approach be adopt as this device with which about about 1000 component will

be in ON condition at coincidence , the following new problems will arise , for

example .

[0018] If the emission current per [ from which about 1000 component will be in

ON condition now ] element is assumed to be SmicroA, since 0-5mA anode plate

inflow current variation has arisen with the image, when a voltage drop is set to

0"5kV and it accelerates by the high voltage of 10kV, in the example of drawing

19 which inserts 1-M omega series resistance in an anode plate by external, a

maximum of about 50% of brightness nonuniformity will be produced.

[0019] Since the high voltage is impressed monotonously, the charge which

counters and which is accumulated as a capacitor Moreover, for example, the



cathode of drawing 19 , Even if the area of an anode plate amounts to 10 - 6C as

lOkV 100cm and 2 and spacing of those discharge [ the potential difference of

1mm, an anode plate, and cathode ] by Imicrosec, when the current of 1A

concentrates on one place Since this brings about component destruction owing

to, though there is no above-mentioned brightness unevenness problem, in

external series resistance addition, it does hot become sufficient solution in

question.

[0020] Therefore, it aims at improving the configuration of

electrical-potential-difference impression in this invention.

[0021]

[Means for Solving the Problem] Invention of the 1st of the electron emission

equipment concerning this application is constituted as follows.

[0022] It is electron-emission equipment which said electrode is divided at

plurality in the electron-emission equipment which has an acceleration-voltage

impression means supply the electrical potential difference which accelerates

the substrate with which the electron-emission component has been arranged,

the electrode by which opposite arrangement was carried out at this substrate,

and the electron which said electron-emission, component emitted to this



electrode, and each electrode is connected to said acceleration-voltage

impression means through a resistor, respectively, and is characterized by to be

impressed a constant voltage at each electrode,

[0023] Invention of the 2nd of the electron emission equipment concerning this

application is constituted as follows.

[0024] It is electron-emission equipment which said electrode is divided at

plurality in the electron-emission equipment which has the power source which

supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates the substrate with

which the electron-emission component has been arranged, the electrode by

which opposite arrangement was carried out at this substrate, and the electron

which said electron-emission component emitted to this electrode, and each

electrode is connected to said power source through the resistor, respectively,

and is characterized by to be impressed a constant voltage at each electrode.

[0025] In addition, the constant voltage said by each above-mentioned invention

is an electrical potential difference without [ accompany / clearly / by switching

between the electrical potential difference of a certain value, and the electrical

potential difference of other values / at the time of substantial actuation namely, ]

switching of clear ON and OFF.



[0026] In each above-mentioned invention, said electrode is prepared in the 2nd

substrate which counters this 1st substrate and is formed when the substrate

with which said electron emission component has been arranged is used as the

1st substrate, and this electron emission equipment may have the supporter

material holding spacing of said 1st substrate and 2nd substrate. Supporter

material is what controls that spacing of the 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate

changes according to the force by the difference of the pressure between the 1st

substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an outside pressure, or keeps spacing of

the 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate concrete at Mr. abbreviation 1.

[0027] Moreover, in each above-mentioned invention, said supporter material

can pass a current between said 1st substrate and 2nd substrate.

[0028] In each above-mentioned invention moreover, said supporter material

Are what has conductivity and is electrically connected to one or less electrode

in said two or more divided electrodes, or said supporter material It has the 1st

member which has this 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd

conductivity and connects said electrode and said 1st member electrically, and

connects with one or less electrode in said two or more divided electrodes

electrically.



[0029] If it connects with two or more electrodes electrically when supporter

material has conductivity, the divided electrode will flow through this supporter

material. Therefore, when using the supporter material which has conductivity, it

is good to make it connect with neither of the divided electrode electrically, or to

make it connect only with one electrode electrically. In addition, one or less

electrode as used in the field of above-mentioned this invention means making it

connect with neither of the divided electrode electrically, or connecting only with

one electrode electrically.

[0030] In case the configuration which enables it to pass a current between the

1st substrate and the 2nd substrate through supporter material is adopted, said

supporter material is electrically connected with said divided electrode. When

said divided electrode serves as a part of means [ at least ] which passes a

current to supporter material, a configuration becomes simple, and although it is

suitable, in that case, it is desirable [ supporter material ] to connect only with

one electrode in the divided electrode electrically. This electrification can be

eased in case electrification of supporter material becomes a problem, when

supporter material has conductivity, here - the conductivity of supporter material

~ good — becoming (a current - a sink ~ easy ~ it becoming) ~ since power



consumption increases, conductivity is suitable if it sets up this power

consumption and in consideration of whether he wants how many electrifications

to ease. Moreover, in case the supporter material which has conductivity is

electrically connected with an electrode, conductivity may prepare a good

member in this connection more so that this connection may become good.

[0031] Moreover, although not set up like often so big a current flows in

consideration of the conductivity for easing electrification controlling power

consumption, in order to make electric connection with an electrode good

Furthermore, since it becomes easy to short-circuit the electrode divided through

the 2nd member which has this 2nd conductivity when preparing the 2nd

member which has the 2nd good conductivity, in especially this configuration,

the configuration which it prepares as supporter material does not straddle two

or more electrodes is suitable.

[0032] In invention of a configuration of preparing supporter material between

the 1st above-mentioned substrate and the 2nd substrate moreover, said

supporter material It is arranged ranging over two or more electrodes in said

divided electrode. Said supporter material It has the 1st member which has the

1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd conductivity and



connects said electrode and said 1st member electrically, said two or more

electrodes — respectively — ** — said each of 2nd member connected electrically

is estranged and prepared — having — **** — the 2nd conductivity — the 1st

conductivity — high — you may make .

[0033] Said supporter material has the 1st member which has the 1st

conductivity, and this supporter material with the configuration electrically

connected to said electrode With and the configuration which prepares the 2nd

member which has the 2nd conductivity which makes electrical installation good

In a connection with an electrode And when preparing supporter material

ranging over at least two or more electrodes in the divided electrode, it becomes

easy to short-circuit the divided electrode by the 2nd member for making this

electrical installation good. What is necessary is to estrange the 2nd member

which has the 2nd good conductivity, and just to prepare it, in order to control it.

What is necessary is just to set it as extent which can be controlled within limits

which can permit the divided short circuit inter-electrode
[
by it / two or more

]

about the 1st conductivity at this time. What is necessary is just to determine in

consideration of extent of relaxation of electrification in consideration of control

of the above-mentioned short circuit, and control of power consumption, since it



may set up so that a big current may not flow from a viewpoint of control of

power consumption about the 1st conductivity from the first, either.

[0034] In invention of a configuration of preparing supporter material between

the 1st above-mentioned substrate and the 2nd substrate moreover, said

supporter material It is arranged ranging over two or more electrodes in said

divided electrode. Said supporter material It has the 1st member which has the

1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd conductivity and

connects said electrode and said 1st member electrically. The part of said two or

more electrodes and said 2nd member are connected electrically, said 2nd

member is insulated electrically and the remainder of said two or more

electrodes is [ it is higher than the 1st conductivity and ] good [ the 2nd

conductivity ] to also make.

[0035] Said supporter material has the 1st member which has the 1st

conductivity, and this supporter material with the configuration electrically

connected to said electrode With and the configuration which prepares the 2nd

member which has the 2nd conductivity which makes electrical installation good

in a connection with an electrode And when preparing supporter material

ranging over at least two or more electrodes in the divided electrode, it becomes



easy to short-circuit the divided electrode by the 2nd member for malting this

electrical installation good. What is necessary is to make it connect with some

electrodes electrically, to insulate with other electrodes, and just to arrange in

the part which dashes supporter material against the divided electrode side, in

order to control it. The number of the electrodes which this short-circuits by the

2nd member can be controlled. In the part which dashes supporter material

against the divided electrode side more preferably, it is good to make it connect

only with one electrode electrically. Specifically, it is realizable by using a

conductive thing and an insulating thing properly as an ingredient for adhesion.

Moreover, what is necessary is just to set it as extent which can be controlled

within limits which can permit the divided short circuit inter-electrode [ by it / two

or more ] about the 1st conductivity at this time. What is necessary is just to

determine in consideration of extent of relaxation of electrification in

consideration of control of the above-mentioned short circuit, and control of

power consumption, since it may set up so that a big current may not flow from a

viewpoint of control of power consumption about the 1st conductivity from the

first, either.

[0036] moreover, the surface electrical resistance of a member which sets to ten



to 2 [ 10-1 to ] ohm surface electrical resistance of a member which has the 2nd

conductivity in each invention which uses the 1st member which has the 1st

conductivity of the above, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd conductivity in

order to make electrical installation good, and has the 1st conductivity - 108

from - it is suitable if it is made 101 1 ohms.

[0037] Moreover, with the supporter material which has the conductivity in each

above-mentioned invention, it can constitute variously. Especially, the film for

giving conductivity can be formed in the base front face of supporter material,

and the supporter material which has conductivity can be obtained. Desired

conductivity can be given by choosing the ingredient of the film, a presentation,

thickness, and a configuration.

[0038] Moreover, in each above-mentioned invention, applied voltage may be

made to be set up for said every divided electrode.

[0039] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0040] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has been

arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters this 1st

substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter material



holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an acceleration

voltage impression means to supply the electrical potential difference which

accelerates the electron which said electron emission component emitted to this

electrode It is electron emission equipment characterized by dividing said

electrode into plurality, connecting each electrode to said acceleration voltage

impression means through the resistor, respectively, and for said supporter

material having conductivity, and connecting with one or less electrode in said

divided electrode electrically.

[0041] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0042] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has been

arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters this 1st

substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter material

holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and the power

source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates the

electron which said electron emission component emitted to this electrode It is

electron emission equipment characterized by dividing said electrode into

plurality, connecting each electrode to said power source through the resistor,



respectively, and for said supporter material having conductivity, and connecting

with one or less electrode in said divided electrode electrically.

[0043] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0044] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has been

arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters this 1st

substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter material

holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an acceleration

voltage impression means to supply the electrical potential difference which

accelerates the electron which said electron emission component emitted to this

electrode Said electrode is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected

to said acceleration voltage impression means through the resistor, respectively.

Said supporter material It has the 1st member which has this 1st conductivity,

and the 2nd member which has the 2nd conductivity and connects said

electrode and said 1st member electrically. Said supporter material Electron

emission equipment characterized by connecting with one or less electrode in

said two or more divided electrodes electrically.

[0045] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron



emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0046] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has been

arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters this 1st

substrate, In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter material

holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and the power

source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates the

electron which said electron emission component emitted to this electrode Said

electrode is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected to said power

source through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It has the 1st

member which has this 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd

conductivity and connects said electrode and said 1st member electrically. Said

supporter material Electron emission equipment characterized by connecting

with one or less electrode in said two or more divided electrodes electrically.

[0047] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0048] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has been

arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters this 1st

substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter material



holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an acceleration

voltage impression means to supply the electrical potential difference which

accelerates the electron which said electron emission component emitted to this

electrode Said electrode is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected

to said acceleration voltage impression means through the resistor, respectively.

Said supporter material It is arranged ranging over two or more electrodes in

said divided electrode. Said supporter material It has the 1st member which has

the 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd conductivity and

connects said 1st member of said electrode electrically. Said each of 2nd

member electrically connected with each of said two or more electrodes is

electron emission equipment characterized by being estranged and prepared

and the 2nd conductivity being higher than the 1st conductivity.

[0049] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0050] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has been

arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters this 1st

substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter material

holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and the power



source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates the

electron which said electron emission component emitted to this electrode Said

electrode is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected to said power

source through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It is arranged

ranging over two or more electrodes in said divided electrode. Said supporter

material It has the 1st member which has the 1st conductivity, and the 2nd

member which has the 2nd conductivity and connects said electrode and said

1st member electrically. Said each of 2nd member electrically connected with

each of said two or more electrodes is electron emission equipment

characterized by being estranged and prepared and the 2nd conductivity being

higher than the 1st conductivity.

[0051] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0052] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has been

arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters this 1st

substrate. In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter material

holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and an acceleration

voltage impression means to supply the electrical potential difference which



accelerates the electron which said electron emission component emitted to this

electrode Said electrode Is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected

to said acceleration voltage impression means through the resistor, respectively.

Said supporter material It is arranged ranging over two or more electrodes in

said divided electrode. Said supporter material It has the 1st member which has

the 1st conductivity, and the 2nd member which has the 2nd conductivity and

connects said electrode and said 1st member electrically. It is electron emission

equipment with which the part of said two or more electrodes and said 2nd

member are electrically connected, and the remainder of said two or more

electrodes is characterized by insulating said 2nd member electrically and the

2nd conductivity being higher than the 1st conductivity.

[0053] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0054] The 1st substrate with which the electron emission component has been

arranged, and the 2nd substrate which has the electrode which counters this 1st

substrate, In the electron emission equipment which has the supporter material

holding spacing of this 1st substrate and the 2nd substrate, and the power

source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates the



electron which said electron emission component emitted to this electrode Said

electrode is divided into plurality and each electrode is connected to said power

source through the resistor, respectively. Said supporter material It is arranged

ranging over two or more electrodes in said divided electrode. Said supporter

material It has the 1st member which has the 1st conductivity, and the 2nd

member which has the 2nd conductivity and connects said electrode and said

1st member electrically. It is electron emission equipment with which the part of

said two or more electrodes and said 2nd member are electrically connected,

and the remainder of said two or more electrodes is characterized by insulating

said 2nd member electrically and the 2nd conductivity being higher than the 1st

conductivity.

[0055] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0056] In the electron emission equipment which has an acceleration voltage

impression means to supply the electrical potential difference which accelerates

the substrate with which the electron emission component has been arranged,

the electrode by which opposite arrangement was carried out at this substrate,

and the electron which said electron emission component emitted at this



electrode It is electron emission equipment characterized by dividing said

electrode into plurality, connecting each electrode to said acceleration voltage

impression means through the resistor, respectively, and setting up applied

voltage for said every divided electrode.

[0057] One is constituted as follows [ the further invention of the electron

emission equipment concerning this application ].

[0058] It is electron-emission equipment characterized by for said electrode to

be divided at plurality in the electron-emission equipment which has the power

source which supplies the electrical potential difference which accelerates the

substrate with which the electron-emission component has been arranged, the

electrode by which opposite arrangement was carried out at this substrate, and

the electron which said electron-emission component emitted to this electrode,

and for each electrode to be connected to said power source through a resistor,

respectively, and to be set up applied voltage for every divided electrode of said.

In order to set up applied voltage for every divided electrode, you may make it

connect with a respectively separate electrical-potential-difference impression

means or a respectively separate power source in this invention.

[0059] Moreover, although the method of connection with the electrode and



resistor which were divided is various, the electrode and resistor which were

divided are prepared in a field and you may nnake it arrange the configuration

connected in a field, and the electrode which prepared the resistor like drawing

21 and was divided upwards in each above-mentioned invention. In this case,

what is necessary is to prepare the basic electrode electrically connected to an

electrical-potential-difference impression means or a power source on the

substrate which prepares the divided electrode, to arrange a resistor and just to

prepare two or more electrodes on that resistor on it. Thereby, two or more

electrodes are connected to an electrical-potential-difference impression means

or a power source through a resistor and a basic electrode. Each electrode

divided also in which configuration is connected to the power source through the

resistor, and each electrode is good to be stood in a row.

[0060] Moreover, in each above-mentioned invention, two or more said electron

emission components are prepared, when the direction where two or more

electron emission components which may be driven to coincidence are arranged,

and the direction where said electrode is divided are not parallel, the range of

change of the current which flows into each divided electrode can be made small,

and the effect of fluctuation of the voltage drop by fluctuation of an inrush current



can be eased.

[0061] Moreover, in each above-mentioned invention, the resistance of said

resistor is suitable in it being from lOkohm to 1Gohm, or being from lOkohm to

4MG.

[0062] Moreover, when the number of the electron emission components which

two or more said electron emission components are prepared in each

above-mentioned invention, turn the acceleration voltage to which the emission

current value of R and each electron emission component is impressed for the

resistance of said resistor with le and said electrode to V and one divided

electrode, and emit an electron is set to n, it is R<=0.004xV/(nxle).

It is suitable if it is made Mr. ********,

[0063] Moreover, in each above-mentioned invention, said electron emission

component is suitable in it being a surface conduction mold emission component.

[0064] Moreover, invention of the image formation equipment concerning this

application is characterized by forming an image in said image formation

member with one electron emission component of each above-mentioned

invention, and the electron which has an image formation member and said

electron emission component emitted.



[0065] Here, said image formation member is an emitter which emits light by

electronic exposure, or is a fluorescent substance which emits light by electronic

exposure especially.

[0066] Here, said image formation member may be prepared in the substrate

with which said electrode currently divided is prepared.

[0067] Moreover, said divided electrode is that in which the ratio of width and

length contains the electrode which has the ratio of 4:3, or the whole width and

the vertical ratio of said divided electrode are 16:9.

[0068] Moreover, one is constituted as follows [ the electrical-potential-difference

impression equipment concerning this application ].

[0069] It is electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which is

electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which has the 1st and 2nd

electrodes countered and arranged and an electrical-potential-difference

impression means to give low potential relatively [ electrode / this / 1st ], and to

give high potential relatively [ electrode / 2nd ], and is characterized by

impressing a constant voltage to each electrode which said 2nd electrode is

divided and was this divided.

[0070] Moreover, one is constituted as follows [ the electrical-potential-difference



impression equipment conceming this application ].

[0071] It is electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which is

electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which has the 1st and 2nd

electrodes countered and arranged and the power source which gives low

potential relatively [ electrode / this / 1st ], and gives high potential relatively

[ electrode / 2nd ], and is characterized by impressing a constant voltage to each

electrode which said 2nd electrode is divided and was this divided.

[0072] Moreover, one is constituted as follows [ the electrical-potential-difference

impression equipment concerning this application ].

[0073] It is electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which is

electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which has the 1st and 2nd

electrodes countered and arranged and an electrical-potential-difference

impression means to give low potential relatively [ electrode / this / 1st ], and to

give high potential relatively [ electrode / 2nd ], and is characterized by to set up

the electrical potential difference which said 2nd electrode is divided and was

this divided, and which is impressed for every electrode.

[0074] Moreover, one is constituted as follows [ the electrical-potential-difference

impression equipment concerning this application ].



[0075] It is electrical-potential-difference impression equipment which is

electrical-potential-dlfference impression equipment which has the 1st and 2nd

electrodes countered and arranged and the power source which gives low

potential relatively [ electrode / this / 1st ], and gives high potential relatively

[ electrode / 2nd ], and is characterized by to set up the electrical potential

difference which said 2nd electrode is divided and was this divided, and which is

impressed for every electrode.

[00761

[Embodiment of the Invention] The gestalt of implementation of invention is

described below.

[0077] The outline of the configuration of the electron emission equipment

concerning this application is explained to the beginning, and it contrasts using

the configuration and representative circuit schematic which are known from the

former.

[0078] Drawing 7 is what showed the equal circuit of conventional electron

emission equipment, the rear plate substrate side with which matrix wiring which

carries out the selection drive of two or more electron emission components and

its component is formed is the potential almost near GND, and the discharge



current Ib1 by the capacitor made from a face plate and a rear plate taking

advantage of discharge fluctuates component impression potential. Fluctuation

extent is the typical electrical potential difference 1 of the component drive to the

case of a surface conduction mold electron emission component - 5Volt,

although it is dependent also on the circuitry by the side of a rear plate (it

displays by Resistance Rr in simulation). A component may deteriorate also in

extent.

[0079] This invention is dividing the electrodes by the side of a face plate (a

transparent electrode 44, the above-mentioned metal back, etc. of drawing 17 )

like drawing 8 , and inserting the high resistance R1 in each, reduces capacitor

capacity and is reducing the discharge current Ib2. The voltage variation of the

component impression by the discharge current is also mitigated by this, and the

damage at the time of discharge is also improved. In drawing 8 , each electrode

is connected with juxtaposition through the resistor. Here, if array formation of

many electron emission components is carried out so that it can choose by the

cathode side, the electron emission component of an electron emission mold or

others can use it preferably.

[0080] In addition, although the configuration which has two or more divided



anodes is indicated by U.S. Pat. No. 5225820, this divides an anode, in order to

choose the fluorescent substance made to emit light (address), and does not

contain all the components of invention concerning this application.

[0081] Drawing 9 and drawing 10 are what described drawing 7 and the part

equivalent to the resistance Rr of drawing 8 in more detail, and the switch an

image carries out [ the switch ] a signal input through the resistance Rs of each

component is connected. It is thought that the destruction by discharge is

produced because the electrical potential difference of these Rs both ends

becomes large too much.

[0082] As explained above, it is decreasing the charge which divides a (anode)

into an anode plate in this invention, and is accumulated in the capacitor

configuration section. If it divides into N individual, the amount of stored charge

will be set to 1-/N. Moreover, by carrying out separation of an electrode to

parallel [ with which the component which may be driven to coincidence is

located in a line / being the direction and being un-parallel ], the range of the

current which may flow into each divided electrode at coincidence becomes

narrow, and can control a voltage drop. Moreover, since the emission current

maximum which flows into each electrode by making the direction where the



component especially driven to said coincidence is located in a line, and the

direction of division intersect perpendicularly also decreases to 1-/N, the

above-mentioned voltage drop is also made to 1-/N. Therefore, brightness

npnuniformity reduction produced by addition resistance and charge reduction

accumulated as a capacitor are also realized by coincidence. That is, a

discharge damage is effectively mitigated without a visual bad influence.

[0083] Moreover, there is no need of not necessarily making area of each

divided anode plate equal, and it may be divided so that the area of an anode

plate may differ, as shown in drawing 1

1

.

[0084] Generally, although effectiveness is so large that N is large, the emission

current maximum which flows by making the amount of stored charge also as for

N= 2 to one half, and arranging current-limiting resistance for every anode plate

also has the effectiveness which can decrease to one half. Since the luminance

distribution by the voltage drop is suitably controlled when the number of the

pixels which countered the electrode is one, although the maximum of N is

decided by the production precision limitation, N is good as N=mxl to dissociate

for every pixel, when the pixel is arranged by the mxl individual in the shape of a

matrix. Usually, it is easy to dissociate to element-number extent driven to



coincidence by line sequential, and effectiveness can also be expected enough.

[0085] For example, in carrying out the coincidence drive of the 1000 elements

like drawing 1 , as it shows in drawing 1 , the ITO electrode which is the anode of

a face plate is divided into 1-1000, and a division pattern is the electron source

(location ******
is carried out so that it may correspond to drawing 3 :, for

example, the emitting point of 1-1000 on a v004 common electrode (scan

electrode), and it seals as a panel like drawing 17 .) of a rear plate to this anode.

[0086] ITO on the separated face plate 101 is bundled by the common electrode

105 through the high resistance (film) 102 prepared on the same substrate

( drawing 1 ), and the high voltage for accelerating the electron emitted from the

electron source is impressed through a terminal 103 and the common electrode

105. Although the resistance of the above-mentioned high resistance film 102

and more than the EQC of the resistance between ITO(s) are desirable, it is

enough if there are 1 / about [ 100 to 1/10 or more ]. It is infinite.

[0087] However, when the electrode which is not in an edge arises in the case

where the face plate which carried out the rectangle is separated in the shape of

[ of mxl ] a matrix, the configuration which prepares into a pattern wiring to the

electrode which is not in an edge can be taken. When realizing this invention



without making the isolated electrode to be wired such, production of the

resistance and the ejection electrode which carrying out to two or less connects

makes one of m and the I easy.

[0088] Moreover, the number of partitions of the anode of a face plate can divide

and form an anode for every block of an emitting point of the emitting points 1-4,

5-8, and -, without making it correspond to the number of component arrays of a

rear plate, and preparing, and can lessen the number of partitions.

[0089] In addition, although how which arranges division of an anode so that it

may intersect perpendicularly to a component array, and the break of division

twists in a pixel is easy for a design, effectiveness is not lost even if it makes it

cross aslant so that it may be shown drawing 5 .

[0090] Here, when the proper resistance in the example of a 1 000-element time

line sequential drive is estimated, 0.1-1000 M omega is desirable, using the one

emission current as 1-10microA. The practical upper limit of resistance is

decided in the range in which a voltage drop is one - about several or less

percent of Va, and does not produce brightness nonuniformity.

[0091] Use effectiveness of permeability is [ the permeability of the accelerated

electron / the acceleration voltage ] high, when metal back processing with a



thickness of 1000A - about 2000A is performed to the fluorescent substance

currently generally performed at about 10kV to 1 soon. If 1kV of voltage drop

parts with an acceleration voltage of 10kV is made into one standard when it

designs so that it may accelerate by the 1 0kV, examples of combination, such as

<10microA, 100 M omega, ImicroA, 1000 etc. M omega>, will be given by the

emission current value. The current which flows in DC can choose the minimum

of resistance as extent which does not have a failure to component destruction.

It is the field where a 100mA current flows in 0.1 M omega and Va=10kV, and

destruction becomes remarkable. However, if it is dependent on an electron

emission component property, wiring resistance, and the switching resistance of

a scan electrode and a signal electrode and destruction does not break, still

smaller resistance is sufficient as it. Therefore, the resistance to add is

specifically chosen from 0.01 M-omega-IOGohm. 1 M omega - 100 M omega is

considered to be the range which functions more effectively.

[0092] Moreover, for example, since 256 gradation is a specification,

suppressing brightness unevenness below on the level has important semantics

in a high-definition demand like TV receiving set.

[0093] What is necessary is just to limit the voltage drop by resistance to the



width of face, since it is necessary to make the range of fluctuation of the

electrical potential difference of an anode plate less than about 0,4% in order to

hold down to 256 gradation, i.e., 0.4% of width efface.

[0094] That is, when connecting resistance to the divided anode plate and

driving with common wiring, it is desirable for the electrical potential difference in

the field in which an electron is actually accelerated to have gathered with a

sufficient precision, and when not connecting with common wiring, it adjusts so

that the divided electrode and each electrical potential difference may gather.

[0095] When the number of the components turned on to coincidence in the

divided anode with which acceleration voltage V was impressed is n noting that

brightness uses a linear place to acceleration voltage Since it is deltaV=Rxnxle

when the emission current value to which the resistance connected to the anode

flows from R and one element is le, since deltaVA/ should just be set to 0.004

when the amount of voltage drops allowed is set to deltaV, it is R=0.004xV/(nxle).

It is decided. Since the minimum value of several n lighting is 2, it is

R<=0.002xV/le. It is set to R<=4 M omega in Va=10kVolt and le=5microA.

Moreover, if n is 3 similarly, it is R<=2.67 M omega.

[0096] When driving a component using passive-matrix wiring and performing



image display, it is common to perform line sequential scanning. It arranges

perpendicularly to scan wiring of one line chosen as coincidence about the

division pattern of an accelerating electrode at the time of a scan as the suitable

application approach of this invention in the case of performing line sequential

scanning. Therefore, since n of a top type is decided by the result of having

divided the number of the electron emission components connected to 1 scan

wiring by the number of partitions which divides 1 scan wiring horizontally, the

effect affect the luminance distribution of the voltage drop by the resistance

connected to the divided accelerating electrode can connect the strong

resistance R by the case where the number of partitions is decided.

[0097] By this invention, this problem solves by establish a setting means which

countered the electrode divided in order to amend the brightness variation by the

precision of the resistance connected to the divided accelerating electrode to

by_which drive conditions can change for every component in view of the case

means, such as laser trimming, are required to realize 0.4% of precision in

creation of a still more general thin film resistor, lead to long time-ization of a

process, and become the factor of a cost rise.

[0098] By covering the front face of an insulating substrate with the conductive



film, the antistatic film on a spacer removes the charge accumulated in the

insulating substrate front face, and is usually good in the surface electrical

resistance of the antistatic film being 1012ohms or less. Furthermore, in order to

acquire sufficient antistatic effectiveness, it is desirable that it is 1011ohms or

less that what is necessary is just lower resistance, and if it is low resistance

more, the electric discharge effectiveness will improve.

[0099] When the antistatic film is applied to the spacer of image formation

equipment, the surface electrical resistance of a spacer is set as the desirable

range from electrification prevention and power consumption. The minimum of

surface electrical resistance is restricted by the power consumption in a spacer.

Although it becomes possible to remove promptly the charge accumulated in a

spacer so that it is low resistance, the power consumed with a spacer becomes

large. As antistatic film used for a spacer, it is more desirable than a metal

membrane with small specific resistance that it is a semi-conductive ingredient.

The reason is that it must make thickness of the antistatic film very thin in order

to make surface electrical resistance into a desired value when specific

resistance uses a small ingredient. Although it changes also with the adhesion

and substrate temperature with surface energy and a substrate of a thin film



material, generally, it becomes island shape, and a thin film 102A or less has

unstable resistance, and is deficient in it in membrane formation repeatability.

[0100] Therefore, resistivity is larger than a metal conductor, and although the

semi-conductive ingredient in the range smaller than an insulator is desirable,

these have many ingredients negative in a temperature coefficient of resistance.

Resistance decreases by the temperature rise by the power consumed on a

spacer front face as a temperature coefficient of resistance is negative, it

generates heat further, temperature continues rising, and the so-called thermal

run away to which an excessive current flows is caused. However, a thermal run

away is not generated in the situation that calorific value, i.e., power

consumption, and heat dissipation balanced, moreover, the absolute value of the

temperature coefficient of resistance TCR of an antistatic film ingredient is small

~ if it kicks - a thermal run away ~ carrying out ~ ******.

[0101] TCR is spacer 1cm2 at the conditions using the -1% antistatic film. When

the power consumption of a hit came to exceed about 0.1 W, the current which

flows to a spacer continued increasing, and being in a thermal-run-away

condition was admitted in the experiment. Although influenced by the

temperature coefficient of resistance of the electrical potential difference Va and



antistatic film which are impressed between a spacer configuration and a spacer,

of course, the above conditions to power consumption is 2 1cm. The value of the

surface electrical resistance which does not exceed hit 0.1W is more than

10xVa2ohm. That is, if the surface electrical resistance of the antistatic film

formed on the spacer is set as the range of 1011 ohms from 10xVa2ohm, it is

suitable.

[0102] The thickness of the antistatic film formed on the insulating substrate as

mentioned above has desirable 102A or more. Since membrane stress becomes

[ thickness ] large by 104A or more on the other hand, and the danger of film

peeling increases and membrane formation time amount becomes long,

productivity is bad. Therefore, as for thickness, it is desirable that they are

102-104A and further 2.0x102 to 5.0x1 03A. Specific resistance is the product of

surface electrical resistance and thickness, and the specific resistance of the

desirable range stated above to the antistatic film is good in it being 2-107-ohm

cm of 10-5xVa(s). In order to realize the more desirable range of surface

electrical resistance and thickness furthermore, it is good to be referred to as two

to 5.0x1 06-ohm cm of 2.0x1 0-5xVa(s).

[0103] The acceleration voltage Va of the electron in image formation equipment



is 100 or more, and in order to obtain sufficient brightness, it requires the

electrical potential difference of 1kV. In Va=1kV conditions, the specific

resistance of the antistatic film is range where 10-107-ohmcm is desirable.

[0104] In order to acquire the good electric contact to an anode electrode and a

wiring electrode, it is still better for a spacer to form a band-like contact electrode

preferably with the metal electric conduction film. That is, it is good to prepare

the antistatic film as the 1st member which has the 1st conductivity, and to

prepare a contact electrode (metal electric conduction film) as the 2nd member

which makes good electrical installation of this antistatic film, and an anode

electrode or a wiring electrode and which has the 2nd conductivity.

[0105] Then, you may make it abolish arranging a spacer so that a division

anode electrode may not be straddled, and short-circuiting a division anode

electrode electrically in this invention.

[0106] Moreover, you may make it form the above-mentioned contact electrode

about the spacer arranged ranging over a division anode electrode in this

invention, without short-circuiting a division anode electrode electrically.

[0107] For example, the contact electrode with which surface electrical

resistance was set as 10-1 to ten to 2 ohm is formed in island shape about a



division anode electrode side. Moreover, the surface electrical resistance of the

antistatic film is set as 108 to 101 1 ohms, and prevents a between [ island-shape

contact electrodes ] and division anode inter-electrode electric short circuit.

Furthermore, when the width of face of an island-shape contact electrode is

smaller than the distance between division anodes, the alignment at the time of

a spacer assembly is easy or unnecessary, and it is possible to assemble a

spacer by the simple approach using the conventional **** fixture. Moreover,

when the pitch of an island-shape contact electrode is formed smaller than

spacer height, the effect which it has on an emission-electron orbit can be

controlled, and desirable effectiveness can be expected.

[0108] By arranging two or more division anode electrodes by which common

connection was made through current-limiting resistance in the spacer of the

above configurations, and applying to the image formation equipment which

used the face plate with which the light-emitting part which emits light by the

exposure of an electron ray further was formed, it is possible to obtain a display

image without distortion by high brightness, and it is possible to produce the

image formation equipment of a high life which does not have component

destruction further.



[0109] Drawing 29 and drawing 30 are the minnetic diagrams showing an

example using the spacer of this invention of the configuration of image

formation equipment, and drawing 30 is an A-A' sectional view in drawing 29 .

[0110] The rear plate whose 1 is an electron source substrate in drawing 29 , the

face plate whose 2 is an anode plate substrate, The substrate whose 3 is a

spacer and whose 4 is the base of the rear plate 1 , and 5 An electron emission

component, As for the wiring electrode by which an electrode for 6a and 6b to

impress an electrical potential difference to the electron emission component 5,

and 7a (scan electrode) and 7b (signal electrode) are connected to Electrodes

6a and 6b, respectively, the substrate whose 8 is the base of a face plate 2, and

9, the metal back and 10 are fluorescent substances. The antistatic film which 1

1

gives conductivity to a spacer and eases electrification in drawing 30 , The

contact electrode with which 12 makes good electrical installation with wiring on

the film 1 1 , the anode electrode 9. and a rear plate. The height of a spacer, i.e.,

the distance between a face plate and a rear plate, and H d moreover, the height

of the contact electrode by the side of a face plate H' is the height of the contact

electrode by the side of a rear plate, and Lc. The width of face of the

island-shape contact electrode by the side of a face plate, and Pc The pitch and



La The width of face of the transparent electrode 1 1 which constitutes a division

anode electrode, and Pa It is the pitch. Although the exannple which connects a

spacer 1 1 with the rear plate 1 is shown, it is also possible to apply an insulating

frit to a face plate 2 side, and to connect a spacer 1 1 with a face plate 2.

[01 1 1] The rear plate 1 is the electron source substrate with which many electron

emission components were arranged on the substrate 4. As a substrate 4, it is

Si02 to the glass and blue glass which mitigated impurity contents, such as

quartz glass, blue plate glass, and Na. Although ceramics, such as a glass

substrate which carried out the laminating, and an alumina, Si substrate, etc. can

be used When it constitutes especially a big screen display panel, it is Si02 by

the liquid phase grown method, the sol-gel method, a spatter, etc. to blue plate

glass, potassium permutation glass, and blue plate glass. The glass substrate

which carried out the laminating is low cost comparatively, and can use

preferably. As an electron emission component 5, the surface conduction mold

electron emission component is used here.

[0112] The block diagram of the image formation equipment concerning this

example of a configuration in drawing 31 and drawing 32 are the process Figs, of

the electron source of the Image formation equipment concerning this example



of a configuration. In drawing 31 and drawing 32 . the same sign as the sign

given to drawing 29 and drawing 30 is given to the same part as the part shown

in drawing 29 and drawing 30 . In drawing 32 , 31 is a conductive thin film and 32

is the electron emission section. The particle film which consisted of 10A by the

conductive particle of the thickness of the range of 500A is preferably used for

the conductive thin film 31. Although various conductors thru/or a

semi-conductor can be used as an ingredient which constitutes the conductive

thin film 31, Pd. Pt, Ag, Au. PdO, etc. which are obtained by carrying out heating

baking of the organic compound which contains noble-metals elements, such as

Pd, Pt, Ag, and Au, especially are used preferably. The electron emission

section 32 is constituted by the crack of high resistance formed in some

conductive thin films 31 , and the conductive particle of the particle size of the

range of several angstroms to hundreds of A containing the element of the

ingredient which constitutes the conductive thin film 31 and carbon, and a

carbon compound may exist in the interior.

[01 13] A common conductor material can be used as electrodes 6a and 6b. the

printed conductor with which this consists of a metal or a metallic oxide, glass,

etc.. such as metals, such as nickel, Cr, Au, Mo, W. Pt, Ti, aluminum, Cu, and Pd,



or an alloy and Pd, Ag, Au and Ru02, and Pd-Ag. and In2 03-Sn02 etc. - it can

choose from semi-conductor conductor material, such as a transparence

conductor and polish recon, etc. suitably.

[0114] About the array of the electron emission component 5, various things are

employable. What is being explained here is the array called passive-matrix

arrangement, and connects another side 6b of the electrode of two or more

electron-emission [ with which 6a was connected common to wiring 7a of the

direction of X on the other hand ]
component 5 of the electrode of two or more

electron-emission components 5 which allotted two or more electron-emission

components 5 In the direction of X, and the direction of Y in the shape of a matrix,

and were allotted to the same line matched for the same train common to wiring

7b of the direction of Y. It can constitute from a conductive metal with which

direction wiring electrode of X 7a and direction wiring electrode of Y 7b were

formed using a vacuum deposition method, print processes, a spatter, etc. The

ingredient of wiring, thickness, and width are designed suitably. Moreover, the

layer insulation layer 14 is an insulator layer formed using a vacuum deposition

method, print processes, a spatter, etc. in glass, a ceramic, etc. For example, it

is formed in the whole surface or some of substrate 4 in which direction wiring of



X 7a was formed, in a desired configuration, and thickness, an ingredient, and a

process are suitably set up so that the potential difference of the intersection of

direction wiring of X 7a and direction wiring of Y 7b can be borne especially. A

scan signal impression means to impress the scan signal for choosing the line of

the electron emission component 5 arranged in the direction of X and for it not to

illustrate is connected to direction wiring of X 7a. On the other hand, a

modulating-signal generating means by which it does not illustrate for

modulating each train of the electron emission component 5 arranged in the

direction of Y according to an input signal is connected to direction wiring of Y 7b.

The driver voltage impressed to each electron emission component is supplied

as a difference electrical potential difference of the scan signal impressed to the

component concerned, and a modulating signal.

[0115] In the above-mentioned configuration, by passive-matrix drive, the

component according to individual can be chosen and a drive can be made

independently possible.

[0116] In addition, although there is a thing of the ladder-like arrangement which

carries out the control drive of the electron from an electron-emission component

etc. with the control electrode (it is also called a grid) which connected each of



the electron-emission component of a large number arranged to juxtaposition at

both ends, allotted many lines of an electron-emission component (it is called a

line writing direction), is the direction (it is called the direction of a train) which

intersects perpendicularly with this wiring, and was arranged above this

electron-emission component, especially this invention is not limited by these

arrangement.

[01 17] A face plate 2 is the anode plate substrate which formed the fluorescent

substance film 10 grade in the front face of a substrate 8 with the metal back 9.

As a substrate 8, a transparent thing is Si02 by the liquid phase grown method,

the sol-gel method, a spatter, etc. to blue plate glass, potassium glass, and blue

plate glass, when what has the same mechanical strength as the substrate 4 for

rear plates and a thermal property is desirable and constitutes a big screen

display panel, although it is needless to say. The glass substrate which carried

out the laminating can use preferably.

[0118] In order that the metal back 9 may suppress a voltage drop as small as

possible, the forward high voltage Va is impressed to a part for the takeoff

connection by which division patterning was carried out and common connection

was further made through current-limiting resistance of about 100 M omega for



every division train with photolithography from a non^illustrated external power

so that it may be arranged at direction wiring of Y 7b at right angles to parallel

and direction wiring of X 7a. this time - width of face La of a division anode

electrode And pitch Pa The element number in image formation equipment, and

component pitch Px by the side of the direction wiring of X etc. although it

differs, it is specified in general as follows.

[0119] Pa =n-Px (n**N|n<100)

10-6 m<=Pa-La <= it is drawn to a face plate 2, it is accelerated, and the

electron emitted from the electron emission component 5 in this way ten to 4 m is

irradiated by the fluorescent substance film 10. If the incidence electron has

sufficient energy for making the fluorescent substance film 10 emit light at this

time, the luminescent spot can be obtained there. Generally, in the fluorescent

substance used for CRT for color TV, with the acceleration voltage of several kV

to several 10kV, it accelerated, the electron was irradiated, and good brightness

and good coloring have been obtained. Though it is comparatively cheap, since

it has the very high engine performance, the fluorescent substance for CRT can

be preferably used also in this invention. When employing the metal back as an

anode electrode, there is further effectiveness of protecting a fluorescent



substance from the damage by the collision of the anion generated within raising

brightness and an envelope, by carrying out specular reflection of the light by the

side of the rear plate 1 to a face plate 2 side among luminescence of a

fluorescent substance. When using a transparent electrode as an anode

electrode, and when connecting a transparent electrode with supporter material

electrically, a fluorescent substance intervenes between a transparent electrode

and supporter material, but since a fluorescent substance is crushed by the

differential pressure of envelope inside and outside etc., it is realizable of electric

connection. Moreover, you may make it not arrange a fluorescent substance

between a transparent electrode and supporter material.

[0120] In drawing 31 , it connects with the rear plate 1 and the face plate 2, and

the outer frame 13 forms the envelope. Although based also on the quality of the

material which constitutes the rear plate 1 , a face plate 2, and an outer frame 13,

the connection with an outer frame 13, the rear plate 1 , and a face plate 2 can be

welded using a glass frit, when glass is used as an example. A spacer 1 1 has

the purpose which abbreviation of the distance d between atmospheric

pressure-proof support, the rear plate 1, and a face plate 2 equalizes. This

distance d must be large to extent which does not cause the discharge in the



vacuum by the above-mentioned high voltage Va. on the other hand the

emission electron from the electron emission component 5 - the flare angle of

finite - **** — since it is, if a not much big distance is taken, a lap with an

adjacent pixel may be produced and color mixture and a contrast fall may be

produced Therefore, it is desirable to be set as the distance d, i.e., the spacer

height, of about several mm from hundreds of micrometers to several kV to

[ above-mentioned ] several 1 0kV Va.

[0121] Hereafter, an example of the method of producing the spacer of this

invention is described.

[0122] First, a contact electrode is formed in the washed glass substrate with a

conductive metal by the vacuum deposition method, the spatter, print processes,

the Czochralski method, etc. When the sign in drawing 30 is used about the

scale of the island-shape contact electrode by the side of a face plate, it is

desirable to satisfy the following conditions.

[0123] The conditions to which an island-shape contact electrode does not

short-circuit two or more division anode lines in the first place by any alignment.

Lc <Pa-La - ** - the conditions which control electric-field nonuniformity which

the variation in the luminescent spot produces between components with an



island-shape contact electrode in the second - Pc <=Px <=Pa - ** H«d - It is

desirable to satisfy the second condition about the scale of the band-like contact

electrode by the side of ** rear plate.

[0124]

H*«d - The antistatic film on which the spacer With which **, thus a contact

electrode were formed has conductivity by the vacuum deposition method, the

spatter, print processes, the Czochralski method, etc. further is formed.

[0125] The surface electrical resistance Rs of this antistatic film is 108. It is

desirably set as the range omega<Rs <101 Iomega Becoming. The minimum of

resistance is specified from division anode inter-electrode short circuit

suppression, control of power consumption, etc., and an upper limit is specified

in the range in which the antistatic effectiveness of a spacer is accepted.

[0126] If the above is satisfied, the uniform image formation equipment which

does not have location-variation in discharge resistance and an

emission-electron orbit can be produced without carrying out alignment of a

spacer and a face plate.

[0127]

[Example] Hereafter, this invention is explained in more detail using an example.



[0128] Signal wiring shall have in parallel [ with scan wiring and the direction of

Y ] in parallel in the direction ofX to XY shaft in a drawing shown in the example.

[0129] The image formation equipment using the electron emission component

stated by [example 1] drawing 17 was made as an experiment. As shown in

drawing 3 , the multi-electron source of a rear plate is a SEC electron source (it

states to a detail later) by which matrix wiring was carried out. 300 of drawing 3

shows each electron emission component. The line sequential drive of this

electron source is carried out every 1000 elements of a common wiring unit. An

emitting point is 1000x500.

[0130] After the face plate formed the ITO film in the glass substrate by solid one,

it separates into 230-micrometer pitch (1000 lines) at a photolithography process

(101), and it bundles one side through a 100-M omega resistor (NiO film which

carried out patterning (102)), and enabled it to impress the high voltage from a

terminal 103 on the other hand, as shown in drawing 1 .

[0131] Next, it considered as the face plate which carries out spreading baking of

the fluorescent substance ZnS (Cu dope), and impresses the anode plate high

voltage to 201,202 and a cold cathode multi-electron source (rear plate) on ITO

separated as shown in drawing 2 .



[0132] It has arranged so that the common wiring v001 and v002 of a rear plate,

the ITO separation wiring 101 of a face plate may cross at right angles

(crossover). Although the common wiring vOOl and v002 and -v500 are scan

wiring and 1000 components on each wiring may emit an electron to coincidence

in this example, the range of change of the current which flows to each anode

electrode is controlled by dividing an anode electrode into parallel [ with which

the component which may be driven to coincidence is located in a line / being

the direction (the direction of scan wiring) and being un-parallel ].

[01 33] Between the face plate of drawing 1 and the rear plate of drawing 3 was

set to 2mm, and high-voltage Va:5kV was impressed. The line sequential drive

scrolled by one-line 30microsec at TV rate. In order to investigate the effect of

discharge between a rear plate and a face plate, it measured by what the degree

of vacuum in image formation equipment is dropped for (it worsens). Although

discharge was observed an hour about twice [ /] by detecting measurement of an

external circuit, and the luminescent spot of a fluorescent substance by CCD,

large brightness degradation of a pixel was not accepted. When ITO of the face

plate made as an experiment for the comparison was not separated ( drawing 4 ),

large brightness degradation of a pixel was accepted along with wiring of length



and width.

[0134] In drawing 4 , 401 shows the ITO film and 403 shows an ejection

electrode.

[0135] Hereafter, the surface conduction mold (S C E) electron emission

component used for this invention is explained. Drawing 12 is the mimetic

diagram showing the configuration of the flat-surface mold surface conduction

mold electron emission component which can apply this invention, drawing 12

(a) is a top view and drawing 12 (b) is a sectional view. For 311, as for a

component electrode and 314, in drawing 12 , a substrate, and 312 and 313 are

[ a conductive thin film and 315 ] the electron emission sections.

[0136] It is Si02 which formed impurity contents, such as quartz glass and Na, in

the glass which decreased in number, blue plate glass, and blue plate glass by

the spatter etc. as a substrate 31 1 . The ceramics, Si substrates, etc., such as a

glass substrate which carried out the laminating, and an alumina, can be used. A

common conductor material can be used as an ingredient of the component

electrode 312,313 which counters. This can be suitably chosen from

semi-conductor conductor material, such as a printed conductor which consists

of a metal or a metallic oxide, glass, etc., such as metals, such as nickel, Cr, Au,



Mo. W, Pt, Ti, aluminum. Cu, and Pd. or an alloy and Pd, Ag, Au and Ru02, and

Pd-Ag, a transparence conductor of In2 03-Sn02 grade, and polish recon, etc.

[0137] The configuration of the component electrode spacing SL, the component

electrode die length SW. and the conductive thin film 314 etc. is designed in

consideration of the gestalt applied. The component electrode spacing SL can

be preferably made into the range of hundreds of micrometers from thousands of

A, and can be more preferably made into the range of several micrometers to

dozens of micrometers in consideration of the electrical potential difference

impressed to component inter-electrode.

[0138] Component electrode die length SW can be made into the range of

several micrometers to hundreds of micrometers in consideration of the

resistance of an electrode, and the electron emission characteristic. Thickness d

of the component electrode 312.313 can be made into the range of several

micrometers from hundreds of A. In addition, it can also consider as the

configuration which carried out the laminating at the order of the conductive thin

film 314 and the component electrode 312,313 which counters not only the

configuration shown in drawing 12 but on the substrate 31 1

.

[0139] It is desirable to use for the conductive thin film 314 the particle film which



consisted of particles, in order to acquire the good electron emission

characteristic. Although the thickness is suitably set up in consideration of

resistance, foaming conditions mentioned later between the step coverage to the

component electrode 312,313, and the component electrode 312,313, it is more

preferably [ usually preferably / considering as the range of several angstroms to

thousands of A /, and ] better than 10A to consider as the range of 500A. Rs of

the resistance is the value of 102 to 107ohms / **. In addition, Rs appears, when

thickness sets the resistance R of the thin film of I with t and die length sets

[ width of face ] it with R=Rs (l/txw) by w. Here, although energization processing

is mentioned as an example and explained about foaming processing, as long

as foaming processing is processing which it is not restricted to this, and the film

is made to produce a crack, and forms a high resistance condition, they may be

things other than energization processing.

[0140] The ingredient which constitutes the conductive thin film 314 Pd, Pt, Ru,

Ag, Au, Metals, such as Ti, In, Cu, Cr, Fe, Zn, Sn, Ta. W, and Pb, PdO, Sn02, In

203, PbO. and Sb 203 etc. - an oxide - HfB2, ZrB2, LaB6, CeB6. YB4. and

GdB4 etc. - it is suitably chosen from semi-conductors, such as nitrides, such as

carbide, such as boride, and TiC, ZrC, HfC. TaC. SiC. WC, and TiN, ZrN, HfN.



and Si, germanium, carbon, etc.

[0141] The particle film described here is film with which two or more particles

gathered, and the condition or particle to which the particle distributed the fine

structure separately has taken mutually contiguity or the condition (it contains,

also when some particles gather and island-shape structure is formed as a

whole) of having overlapped, the particle size of a particle - the range of several

angstroms to thousands of A it is the range of 10 to 200A preferably. In

addition, since the word "particle" is frequently used on these specifications, the

semantics is explained.

[0142] A "particle", a call, and what is smaller than this are called a "ultrafine

particle" for a small particle. It is performed widely that the number of atomic

calls a "cluster" about hundreds of or less things still smaller than a "ultrafine

particle."

[0143] However, each boundary is not strict and it changes by paying attention

to what kind of property it classifies. Moreover, a "particle" and a "ultrafine

particle" may be collectively called a "particle", and description in this

specification meets this. It is described as follows by "the experimental physics

lecture 14 front face and the particle" (the volume for Koreo Kinoshita,



KYORITSU SHUPPAN September 1 , 1986 issue).

[0144] "When calling it a particle in this paper, the diameter carries out to from

about 2-3 micrometers to about 1 0nm generally, and when calling it especially

an ultrafine particle, particle size will mean from about 10nm to about 2-3nm.

Since both are only collectively written to be particles, it is by no means strict,

and they are most standards. In the case of dozens - about 100 numbers, the

number of the atoms which constitute a particle calls it a cluster from two pieces.

" (the 22-26th 195-page line)

When added, the minimum of particle size was still smaller and that of the

definition of the "ultrafine particle" in "the wood and ultrafine particle project" of

the Research Development Corporation of Japan was as follows. "In the

"ultrafine particle project" (1981-1986) of Exploratory Research for Advanced

Technology, it decided to call the thing of the range whose magnitude (path) of a

particle is about 1-100nm a "ultrafine particle" (ultra fine particle). Then, one

ultrafine particle will call it the aggregate of about about 100-108 atoms. If it sees

with an atomic scale, ultrafine particles will be size - a giant particle.

"

("Ultrafine particle creation technology" wood Chikara, Ryoji Ueda, Tazaki ****;

Mita publication The 1988 two pages of the 1-4th line) what is still smaller than



"ultrafine particle, i.e., an atom, -- some - one particle which consists of hundreds

of pieces is usually called a cluster — " (this two-page writing of the 12-1 3th line)

Based on the above general ways of calling, in this specification, a "particle" is

the aggregate of many atoms and molecules, and suppose that the minimum of

particle size points out several angstroms - about 10A, and an upper limit points

out an about several micrometers thing.

[0145] The electron emission section 315 is constituted by the crack of high

resistance formed in some conductive thin films 314, and becomes a thing

depending on technique, such as thickness of the conductive thin film 314,

membraneous quality, an ingredient, and energization foaming mentioned later,

etc. The conductive particle of the particle size of the range of several angstroms

to hundreds of A may exist in the interior of the electron emission section 315.

This energization nature particle contains some elements of the ingredient which

constitutes the conductive thin film 314, or all elements. In the electron emission

section 315 and the energization nature thin film 314 of the near, it can also have

carbon and a carbon compound.

[0146] Although there are various approaches as the manufacture approach of



an above-mentioned surface conduction mold electron emission component, the

example is typically shown in drawing 13 .

[0147] Hereafter, an example of the manufacture approach is explained,

referring to drawing 13 . Also in drawing 13 , the same sign as the sign given to

drawing 12 is given to the same part as the part shown in drawing 12 .

[0148] 1) Fully wash a substrate 311 using a detergent, pure water, an organic

solvent, etc., and fomi the component electrode 312,313 on a substrate 311

after depositing a component electrode material using a photolithography

technique by the vacuum deposition method, a spatter, etc. ( drawing 13 (a)).

[0149] 2) Apply an organic metal solution to the substrate 311 which formed the

component electrode 312,313, and form an organic metal thin film. The solution

of the organometallic compound which uses the metal of the ingredient of the

above-mentioned conductive film 314 as the main element can be used for an

organic metal solution. Heating baking processing of the organic metal thin film

is carried out, patterning is carried out by lift off, etching, etc., and the conductive

thin film 314 is formed ( drawing 13 (b)). Here, although the method of applying

an organic metal solution was mentioned and explained, the method of forming

the conductive thin film 314 is not restricted to this, and can also use vacuum



evaporation technique, a spatter, modified chennical vapor deposition, tlie

metliod of distributing / applying, a dipping metliod, the spinner method, etc.

[0150] 3) Continue and give a foaming process. The approach by energization

processing is explained as an example of the approach of this foaming process.

If it energizes between the component electrodes 312,313 using a

non-illustrated power source, the electron emission section 5 from which

structure changed will be formed in the part of the conductive thin film 314

( drawing 13 (c)). According to energization foaming, the part where structures,

such as destruction, deformation, or deterioration, changed to the conductive

thin film 314 locally is formed. This part constitutes the electron emission section

315. The example of the voltage waveform of energization foaming is shown in

drawing 14 .

[0151] Pulse shape of a voltage waveform is desirable. There is technique

shown in drawing 14 (b) which impresses an electrical-potential-difference pulse

making the technique and the pulse height value which showed the pulse which

made the pulse height value the constant voltage to drawing 14 (a) impressed

continuously increase to this.

[0152] T1 and T2 in drawing 14 (a) are the pulse width and pulse separation of a



voltage waveform. Usually, T1 is set up by 1 microsecond - 10 mses, and T2 is

set up in the range of 10 microseconds - 100 mses. The peak value (peak

voltage at the time of energization foaming) of a triangular wave is suitably

chosen according to a surface conduction mold electron emission component

gestalt. An electrical potential difference is impressed from the basis of such

conditions, for example, several seconds, for dozens of minutes. Pulse shape is

not limited to a triangular wave and can adopt the wave of requests, such as a

square wave.

[0153] T1 and T2 in drawing 14 (b) can be made the same with having been

shown in drawing 14 (a), the peak value (peak voltage at the time of energization

foaming) of a triangular wave — every [ for example, /0.1V step extent ] — it can

be made to increase

[0154] Termination of energization foaming processing can impress the

electrical potential difference of extent which does not destroy and deform the

conductive thin film 2 locally into pulse separation T2, and can measure and

detect a current. For example, energization foaming is terminated, when the

component current which flows by electrical-potential-difference impression of

an about [ 0.1V ] is measured and resistance of 1 M omega or more is shown in



quest of resistance.

[0155] 4) It is desirable to perform processing called an activation process to the

component which finished foaming. An activation process is a process from

which the component current If and the emission current le change with these

processes remarkably.

[0156] An activation process can be performed by repeating impression of a

pulse like energization foaming under the ambient atmosphere containing the

gas of an organic substance. When the inside of a vacuum housing is exhausted

using an oil diffusion pump, a rotary pump, etc., it can form using the organic gas

which remains in an ambient atmosphere, and also this ambient atmosphere is

acquired by introducing the gas of an organic substance suitable in the vacuum

once exhausted fully with the ion pump etc. Since it changes with the gestalt of

the above-mentioned application, the configurations of a vacuum housing, the

classes of organic substance, etc., the gas pressure of the desirable organic

substance at this time is suitably set up according to a case. As a suitable

organic substance, an alkane, an alkene, and the aliphatic hydrocarbon of an

alkyne Organic acids, such as aromatic hydrocarbon, alcohols, aldehydes,

ketones, amines, a phenol, carvone, and a sulfonic acid, can be mentioned.



Specifically The saturated hydrocarbon expressed with CnH2n+2, such as

methane, ethane, and a propane, The unsaturated hydrocarbon expressed with

empirical formulas, such as CnH2n, such as ethylene and a propylene, Benzene,

toluene, a methanol, ethanol, formaldehyde, an acetaldehyde, the ascent, a

methyl ethyl ketone, monomethylamine, ethylamine, a phenol, formic acid, an

acetic acid, a propionic acid, etc. can be used. Carbon or a carbon compound

accumulates on a component, and the component current If and the emission

current le come to change with these processings from the organic substance

which exists in an ambient atmosphere remarkably. The termination judging of

an activation process is performed suitably, measuring the component current If

and the emission current le. In addition, pulse width, pulse separation, a pulse

height value, etc. are set up suitably.

[0157] Carbon and a carbon compound are graphite (the so-called HOPG, and

PG and GC are included.). Crystal grain becomes about 20A and, as for the

thing and GC to which, as for the crystal structure of graphite with nearly perfect

HOPG, and PG, the crystal structure was confused a little by crystal grain by

about 200A, points out that it became large [ turbulence of the crystal structure ]

further [ that. It is amorphous carbon (the mixture of amorphous carbon and



amorphous carbon, and the microcrystal of said graphite is pointed out), and as

for the thickness, it is desirable to consider as the range of 500A or less, and it is

more desirable to consider as the range of 300A or less.

[0158] 5) As for the electron emission component pass such a process, it is

desirable to perform a stabilization process. This process is a process in a

vacuum housing which carries out organic substance exhaust air. The pressure

in a vacuum housing has one to 3x10 to 7 or less desirable Torrs, and especially

its further 1x10 to 8 or less Torrs are desirable. As for the evacuation equipment

which exhausts a vacuum housing, it is desirable to use what does not use oil so

that the oil generated from equipment may not affect the property of a

component. Specifically, evacuation equipments, such as a sorption pump and

an ion pump, can be mentioned. When exhausting the inside of a vacuum

housing furthermore, it is desirable to heat the whole vacuum housing and to

become easy to exhaust the organic substance molecule which stuck to the

vacuum housing wall or the electron emission component. At 80-200 degrees C,

although the heating conditions at this time have 5 desirable hours or more, they

are not restricted to especially this condition, and the conditions suitably chosen

according to terms and conditions, such as magnitude of a vacuum housing and



a configuration of a configuration and an electron emission component, perform

them.

[0159] Although it is desirable to maintain the ambient atmosphere at the time of

the above-mentioned stabilizing treatment termination as for the ambient

atmosphere at the time of the drive after performing a stabilization process, if it

does not restrict to this and the organic substance is removed enough, even if

some degree of vacuum itself falls, it can maintain a sufficiently stable property.

By adopting such a vacuum ambient atmosphere, deposition of new carbon or a

carbon compound can be controlled, and the component current If and the

emission current le are stabilized as a result.

[0160] In [example 2] this example, as shown in drawing 15 , conductive black

stripe;BS (what distributed 40% of water glass components carbon 60%) was

screen-stenciled on the face plate glass substrate (1001). It considered as

width-of-face [ of 100 micrometers ], and pitch 230micrometer, and the thickness

of 10 micrometers. Resistance is 150ohm/**.

[0161] Furthermore, it is Ru02 as a high resistor. It printed. Resistance was 10

M omega by width-of-face die length of 750 micrometers of 100 micrometers

(1002). Next, R, G, and B were applied to the shape of a stripe by 1 0-micrometer



thickness between BS, and the fluorescent substance P22 for CRT was

calcinated. Then, the metal back of aluminum was given (1003). By dipping,

after shaping, 1000A aluminum is vapor-deposited and acrylic resin is calcinated.

The target face plate was obtained by separating aluminum film from the

aluminum side by laser beam machining.

[0162] When this component was sealed like the rear plate of an example 1 , and

the example 1 , the panel was formed and the same discharge-proof test was

performed, although discharge was observed an hour about 2 to 5 times /, large

brightness degradation which is a pixel was not accepted, but the effectiveness

of decrease a discharge damage notably as compared with what does not

separate aluminum film was accepted. Moreover, it turned out one are a line, ten

are lines, and that the fine separation width of face of a discharge damage is

small more effective when separation width of face is changed and tested every

100 lines in a tentative way. ( Drawing 15 shows the situation of this laser beam

machining in mimetic diagram.)

Although there was no large brightness degradation of a pixel, specifically in the

100-line section, degradation covering several pixels was accepted in the

isolation region of one line and ten lines (a brightness fall).



[0163] By the panel which does not separate aluminum performed as an

example of a comparison, the same wiring as an example 1 was met, and large

brightness degradation of a pixel arose.

[0164] In [example 3] this example, as shown in drawing 16 (a) and drawing 16

(b), the glass substrate with which 1 105 constitutes a fluorescent substance and

1 106 constitutes a face plate in drawing 16 which performed the back aluminum

slanting vacuum evaporationo of resin dipping performed in the example 2, and

1107 are vacuum evaporationo aluminum film,

[0165] The height of BS1101 was set to 25 micrometers so that the shadow of

the aluminum beam 1 102 might be formed. The divided aluminum film 1 107 was

formed by applying the aluminum beam 1102 here from across. The face plate

and rear plate which were checked [ that the isolation in every line is mostly

( 90% or more) 100 M omega or more after baking and ], and were created were

sealed, and after component activation, when the same discharge-proof test as

an example 1 was performed, as compared with the sample which does not

separate aluminum film, the significant improvement was accepted to discharge.

That is, although the count of discharge was a -3 time/hour, large brightness

degradation accompanying discharge was not accepted. With the example



sample of a comparison, large brightness degradation of the pixel which met

wiring like what was shown in the example 2 occurred. Even if anode (metal

back of aluminum) separation was not completed completely, the effective thing

to some extent has checked also from the experiment. This is considered that

imperfect isolation also twists in the effectiveness that stored charge capacity is

decreasing.

[0166] the glass substrate top which constitutes a face plate from [example 4]

this example « conductive black stripe; -- BS (what distributed 40% of water

glass components carbon 60%) was screen-stenciled. A conductive black stripe

serves as an anode electrode in this example. It considered as width-of-face [ of

100 micrometers ], and pitch 230micrometer, and the thickness of 10

micrometers. Resistance is ISOohm/**. It is Ru02 as a high resistor. It printed.

Resistance was 10 M omega by width-of-face die length of 750 micrometers of

100 micrometers. Next, finishing [ low resistance-ized processing ] The GREEN

fluorescent substance (ZnS and Cu doped In 203 addition, specific resistance -

109-ohmcm) was formed all over the display by 1 0-micrometer thickness. The

resistance between Conductivity BS is Ru02. It dissociates by the resistance of

10 M omega, and the conductive fluorescent substance resistance -300M



omega parallel resistance during Contiguity BS. When Image formation

equipment was formed like the example 1 and the degradation property by

discharge was compared, the same effective result as the case of the isolation

by the ITO pattern of an example 1 was obtained. As for discharge resistance,

effectiveness was accepted, although it is the specific resistance of

1012-ohmcm and some charge-up phenomenon was seen, when ZnS which

does not carry out low resistance-ized processing was used. Thus, as stated first,

when separation of about 1-100 M omega was completed on the face plate

anode plate, it was proved that this invention was effective.

[0167] In 203 which doped Sb so that sheet resistance might become

lOOKohm/** about the transparent conductive film on the glass substrate which

constitutes a face plate from [example 5] this example It formed.

[0168] After carrying out patterning to the shape of a stripe like an example 1

and setting to 100 M omega resistance per [ which was divided like the example

1 ] anode, Ag printing electrode 103 and the fluorescent substance

(un-illustrating) were formed and calcinated to the takeoff connection ( drawing

1_ ). However, it has resistance with an anode significant in this example, and

since the anode itself serves as the resistor at the time of an anode being



connected through a resistor, there is no resistor 102 prepared separately.

[0169] It was made to counter with a rear plate at the same sealing process as

an example 1, panel-ized, and considered as the display. The resistance over

discharge was superior to the solid low resistance ITO sample for a comparison

shown in drawing 4 , and was extent to which the brightness nonuniformity by

the voltage drop is also equal to practical use. The coincidence emission current

under line sequential drive experiment was sigmale=0-1mA, and the brightness

nonuniformity by the voltage drop of DC applied voltage was the permissible

range.

[0170] In [example 6] this example, the field emission mold electron emission

component (FE) was used as an electron emission component.

[0171] They are the cathode film 706, the amorphous silicon resistance film 701,

and Si02 to the glass substrate 707 which constitutes a rear plate as shown in

drawing 6 . The laminating of an insulator layer 702 and the gate film 703 is

carried out one by one. Then, Si02 after making a 2-micrometer hole by dry

etching Only the layer was alternatively removed by dry etching. Next, Mo704 of

cold cathode material was formed by the method vacuum evaporationo of

rotation slanting after forming nickel cathode wiring film on the gate. The lift off of



nickel removed Mo film on the gate, and it formed FE electron source. Each

electron emission unit is having structure like drawing 6 (a).

[0172] The source of cathode side electron emission of 1000x500 was used as

the rear plate, having used -2000 piece as 1 pixel for this electron emission

component. Using the face plate which applied the fluorescent substance by the

approach of [an example 1], the anode plate side sealed with the rear plate, and

formed the display panel.

[0173] Between the face plate and the rear plate, the flat-surface display was

realized because impression and a rear plate drive a need pixel for 600V

electrical potential difference with cathode wiring and a gate electrode at a

selection target. Although the panel using the face plate which did not divide ITO

of an anode plate ( drawing 4 ) had remarkable degradation by discharge of a

gate electrode and Mo cathode point, discharge degradation was mitigated

remarkably and the effectiveness of this invention was proved by the direction

which used the face plate in which ( drawing 1 ) carried out ITO division. That is,

when ITO was divided, there was no large degradation of the brightness of the

pixel by the discharge under fixed time amount drive. In the example of a

comparison, 20 pixels from which brightness became 50% or less by discharge



were seen.

[0174] The face plate structure of [example 7] this example is described. The

ITO film Is divided into a glass substrate like an example 1 at formation and

230-micrometer pitch (1500 lines), one side is bundled through a 100-M omega

resistor (it is separation formation about Ru02 by screen-stencil), and it enabled

it to impress the high voltage ( drawing 1 ).

[0175] Next, spreading baking of each color RGB fluorescent substance (P22)

was periodically carried out for the insulating black stripe on printing, next the

separated ITO stripe 101 for every separation slot on separated ITO. Laser

beam machining was carried out along the after [ aluminum metal back

formation ] BS top, and it considered as the color face plate with which aluminum

metal back also dissociates and impresses the anode plate high voltage to the

cold cathode multi-electron source (rear plate) mentioned later ( drawing 1 ).

[0176] The rear plate carried out alignment sealing so that the S C E electron

emission component of 1500x500 might be formed and common wiring and ITO

separation wiring of a face plate which are shown in drawing 3 might intersect

perpendicularly (crossover), and so that an electron emission component and a

RGB fluorescent substance might counter.



[0177] Spacing of a face plate and a rear plate was set to 3mm, and impressed

high-voltage Va;8kV. The line sequential drive scrolled by one-line SOmicrosec

at TV rate, the discharge between a rear plate and a face plate detects

measurement of an external circuit, and the luminescent spot of a fluorescent

substance by CCD - carrying out - the early stages of a drive - although

observed an hour about 5 times /, component degradation by the side of a rear

plate was not accepted. That is, large degradation of the brightness of a pixel

was not accepted. When ITO of the face plate made as an experiment for the

comparison was not separated, there was a case where large degradation of the

brightness of the pixel based on discharge was accepted along with wiring of

width and length.

[0178] The face plate structure in [example 8] this example is described.

[0179] As shown in drawing 20 , 103 was printed three ejection wiring of Ag on

the face plate glass substrate. The insulating black stripe in every direction was

screen-stenciled. It considered as 100 micrometers of breadth, the backpitch of

282 micrometers, the dip of 300 micrometers, the vertical pitch of 842

micrometers, and the thickness of 10 micrometers. Ejection wiring is connected

to power sources V1, V2, and V3 through three external resistance, and



acceleration voltage was applied. Each resistance was 10.1 M omega, 10.3 M

omega, and 10.4 M omega.

[0180] Next, R, G, and B were applied to the shape of a stripe by 1 5-micrometer

thickness between BS, and the fluorescent substance P22 for CRT was

calcinated. Then, aluminum metal back was formed. ((1000 angstrom

aluminum-vapor-deposits acrylic resin) It is calcinated after formation by

dipping.) This face plate has the display area of about 16:9.

[0181] The target face plate was obtained by meeting the black stripe of the

320th length from right and left, and separating aluminum film from the

2aluminum side by laser beam machining. The rear plate formed the S C E

electron emission component of 2556x480.

[0182] Alignment of a face plate and the rear plate was carried out, and they

were sealed so that an electron emission component and a RGB fluorescent

substance might counter. A face plate and rear plate spacing were set to 3mm,

and impressed high-voltage Va;8kV. The line sequential drive scrolled by

one-line 30microsec at TV rate.

[0183] When the whole surface was made to emit light and having been

measured by CCD, the brightness of the field corresponding to the divided



accelerating electrode to which high resistance of resistance was most

connected like the variation in resistance and which takes out and supplies

electrode high pressure was dark, but when the output of a high voltage power

supply was adjusted and driven, the brightness difference corresponding to a

division electrode was able to be carried out within the measurement error.

[0184] the discharge between a rear plate and a face plate detects measurement

of an external circuit, and the luminescent spot of a fluorescent substance by

CCD - the early stages of a drive - although observed an hour about 5 times /,

component degradation by the side of a rear plate was not accepted, moreover,

the place on which 0.3kV of high pressures of an outside field was dropped

when rates of an aspect ratio of 4:3, such as an NTSC image, were taken out to

middle of the screen — the count of discharge — decreasing - although observed

an hour about twice
[ /], discharge was not observed in the field on which high

pressure was dropped. Moreover, degradation of the brightness of the pixel by

discharge was not accepted.

[0185] In [example 9] this example, the multi-electron source of a rear plate is

the S C E electron source by which matrix wiring was carried out. The line

sequential drive of this electron source is carried out every 1500 elements of a



common wiring unit. An emitting point is 1500x500.

[0186] A face plate forms formation and the ejection electrode 103 for the ITO

film 2102 used as the glass substrate 2101 2 ****s, and enabled it to impress the

high voltage through external resistance (un-illustrating) of lOkohm on the other

hand, as shown in drawing 21 .

[0187] Next, the insulating black stripe was printed in all directions on ITO with

width-of-face [ of 100 micrometers ], and pitch 230micrometer, and the thickness

of 10 micrometers (un-illustrating). Next, thing (In2 03 addition, specific

resistance - 109-ohmcm) each colors R, G, and B which added conductivity to

the fluorescent substance P22 for CRT were applied and calcinated by

10-micrometer thickness to the shape of a stripe between BS (2103). Then, the

metal back of aluminum was given (2104). ((1000A aluminum is

vapor-deposited) Acrylic resin is calcinated after formation by dipping.) It

considered as the color face plate which impresses the anode plate high voltage

to a cold cathode multi-electron source (rear plate) by carrying out laser beam

machining along an after [ aluminum metal back formation ] BS top, and

separating aluminum film.

[0188] The typical sectional view of the face plate of this example is shown in



drawing 22 .

"

[0189] They are a glass substrate 2201 , the ITO film 2202, the black stripe 2203.

a fluorescent substance 2204, and the metal back 2205. Although the current

decided with few charges with which insulating separation of the metal back for

every pixel is carried out by resistance of a black stripe and a fluorescent

substance, and the current at the time of discharge accumulates in the capacity

component of the metal back of the magnitude for 1 pixel will flow, since a part to

be supplied from a power source is restricted by resistance and external

resistance of a fluorescent substance, a current which results in component

destruction does not flow. Although the face plate using a fluorescent substance

without conductivity was also produced, and some brightness fall was seen by

electrification, the effectiveness of the current control at the time of discharge

suited similarly.

[0190] Alignment was carried out and the rear plate and the face plate were

sealed so that an electron emission component and a RGB fluorescent

substance might counter. A face plate and rear plate spacing were set to 3mm,

and impressed high-voltage Va;8kV. The line sequential drive scrolled by

one-line 30microsec at TV rate, the discharge between a rear plate and a face



plate detects measurement of an extemal circuit, and tlie luminescent spot of a

fluorescent substance by CCD — the early stages of a drive - although observed

an hour about 8 times /, large brightness degradation of a pixel was not accepted.

When the metal back of the face plate made as an experiment for the

comparison was not separated, large brightness degradation of a pixel was

accepted along with wiring of the length based on discharge, and width.

[0191] In [example 10] this example, the multi-electron source of a rear plate is

the S C E electron source by which matrix wiring was carried out. The line

sequential drive of this electron source is carried out every 2556 elements of a

common wiring unit. An emitting point is 2556x480.

[0192] On the other hand, the partial enlarged drawing efface plate structure is

shown in drawing 23 .

[0193] The ejection wiring 2303 of Ag was printed on the glass substrate 2301

which constitutes a face plate. The insulating black stripe 2305 was

screen-stenciled. It considered as 100 micrometers of breadth, the backpitch of

282 micrometers, and the thickness of 10 micrometers. It is Ru02 as a high

resistor. It printed (2302). Resistance was 750 micrometers in width of face of

100 micrometers, and die length, and was 100 M omega.



[0194] Next, R, G, and B were applied to the shape of a matrix by 1 5-micrometer

thickness between BS, and the fluorescent substance P22 for CRT was

calcinated. Then, aluminum metal back was formed (2304). ((1000A aluminum is

vapor-deposited) Acrylic resin is calcinated after formation by dipping.) A black

stripe is met and laser beam machining separates aluminum film from the

aluminum side.

[0195] Next, the face plate of the purpose as shown in drawing 24 was obtained

by dividing into two at right angles to a scan line. Drawing 24 is drawing on top of

which the face plate and the rear plate were laid. That is, it is the face plate with

which the metal back who is an accelerating electrode was separated in the

shape of a stripe by the width of face corresponding to each electron emission

component.

[0196] It has arranged so that it may intersect perpendicularly (crossover), as the

common wiring vOOl and v002 of a rear plate, and — and the metal back 2304 of

aluminum by whom the face plate was separated were drawings.

[0197] Wiring of a display panel is connected with the external electrical circuit

through Dyri (n= 480) from Dxm (m= 2556) and Dyl from the terminal Dxl . It

connects with Dyn from the terminal Dy1 of a rear plate, and the output of a



scanning circuit 2306 scrolls and drives the common wiring v001 and v002 by

30microsec of one line, and 60Hz, respectively.

[0198] A scanning circuit 2306 is explained. This circuit does not equip the

interior with n switching elements, and each switching element chooses two

output voltage Vs of direct current voltage supply or either of the Vsn(s) which is

not illustrated, and connects it with the terminal Dy1 of a display panel thru/or

Dyn electrically. Based on the control signal Tscan with which the timing signal

generating circuit 2607 outputs each switching element, an output is switched

between binary [ of potentials Vs and Vns ].

[0199] Next, It explains using drawing 26 that the inputted picture signal flows.

[0200] The inputted composite picture signal is divided into a luminance signal in

three primary colors by the decoder and a horizontal, and a Vertical

Synchronizing signal (HSYNC, VSYNC). In the timing signal generating circuit

2607, the various timing signals which synchronized with HSYNC and the

VSYNC signal are generated.

[0201] Image data (brightness data) is inputted into a shift register 2608. A shift

register 2608 is the control signal (shift clock) Tsft which is for carrying out

serial/parallel conversion of the image data inputted serially, using one line of an



image as a unit, and is inputted from said control circuit 2607. It bases and

operates. The data for the image of one line (it is equivalent to the drive data for

an electron emission component N component) changed into the parallel signal

are outputted to a latch circuit 2609 as a parallel signal of Id1-ldn.

[0202] A latch circuit 2609 is the control signal Tmry which is a store circuit for

between need time amount to memorize the data for the image of one line, and

is sent from a control circuit 2607. It follows and Id1-ldn are memorized to

coincidence. The memorized data are outputted to the Pulse-Density-Modulation

circuit 2610 as rd1 - I'dn.

[0203] Although the pulse-width-modulation circuit 2610 generates the

electrical-potential-difference pulse of fixed peak value according to said image

data rdl - Tdn, the circuit of the pulse width modulation which modulates the die

length of the electrical-potential-difference pulse corresponding to the data

inputted is used for it.

[0204] The drive pulse which has the pulse length corresponding to picture

signal reinforcement in the pulse-width-modulation circuit 2610 is outputted as

I"d1 - l"dn. An electrical-potential-difference pulse with wide width efface is more

specifically outputted, so that the intensity level of image data is large, and the



electrical-potential-difference pulse of 30 [musec] is outputted to 7.5 [V] and the

highest brightness as peak value. Above-mentioned output signal T'dl - r*dn are

impressed to the terminals Dy1-Dym of a display panel 101.

[0205] By the panel to which the voltage-output pulse was supplied, only the

period according to the pulse width to which only the surface conduction mold

emission component connected to the line which the scanning circuit chose was

supplied emits an electron.

[0206] Where high-voltage Va;5kV is impressed between a face plate and a rear

plate, an electron is accelerated and a fluorescent substance emits light. A

two-dimensional image is formed by scanning sequentially the line which a

scanning circuit chooses.

[0207] Although the discharge between a rear plate and a face plate was

observed an hour about 3 times /by detecting measurement of an external circuit,

and the luminescent spot of a fluorescent substance by CCD, component

degradation by the side of a rear plate was not accepted. When ITO of the face

plate made as an experiment for the comparison was not separated ( drawing 4 ),

component degradation based on discharge was accepted along with wiring of

width and length.



[0208] moreover, R, G, and B which are arranged corresponding to one divided

accelerating electrode — each component was not based on the existence of

lighting of other components to the same input signal, but showed the fixed

brightness value, for example, the condition of having given the indicated value

of 240 to R - G and B - also when changing luminescence of each component,

the brightness of R did not change.

[0209] In [example 11] this example, the same rear plate as an example 1 is

used.

[0210] On the other hand, as a face plate is shown in drawing 27 , the pitch of

separation of the ITO film is changed and it separates into 230x5-micrometer

pitch, and one side is bundled through a 100-M omega resistor (NiO film which

carried out patterning (102)), and it enabled it to impress the high voltage.

Moreover, it produced, without paying attention, especially concerning each

precision of the above-mentioned high resistance film.

[0211] At this time, the resistance of a 100-M omega resistor had about 5% of

variation.

[0212] Next, it considered as the face plate which carries out spreading baking of

the fluorescent substance ZnS (Cu dope), and impresses the anode plate high



voltage to a cold cathode multi-electron source (rear plate) on separated ITO.

[0213] It has amended in the more desirable condition by controlling the drive

conditions of the electron emission component which emits an electron for the

difference of the property for every divided electrode field to each electrode field

by this example. More specifically, it has amended so that the difference of a

property may be lessened. With the difference of the property for every electrode

field, it appears by the difference in the luminescence condition for every field etc.

Control of the drive conditions of an electron emission component is realizable

by controlling impression signal wave forms, such as applied voltage for

example, to an electron emission component, and electrical-potential-difference

Impression time amount at the time of carrying out Pulse Density Modulation.

[0214] In this example, since there were variation in resistance and about 5% of

same variation when have arranged ROM271 1 which can set up a drive current

value every five lines of the drive circuit of modulation wiring of a rear plate, and

the whole surface was made to emit light after panel production and on these

conditions and having been measured by CCD, when correction value was

written in ROM and driven, brightness variation corresponding to a division

electrode was able to be carried out within the measurement error.



[0215] High-voltage Va;5kV was impressed to 2mm between the takeoff

connection 103 of drawing 27 , and the rear plate. The line sequential drive

scrolled by one-line SOmicrosec at TV rate. Although the discharge between a

rear plate and a face plate was observed an hour about twice [ /] by detecting

measurement of an external circuit, and the luminescent spot of a fluorescent

substance by CCD, large degradation of the brightness of a pixel was not

accepted.

[0216] In [example 12] this example, the rear plate which made reverse but

vertical relation between scan wiring and signal wiring like the example 1 is used.

On the other hand, as shown in drawing 1 , a face plate is printing and Ru02

which carried out patterning about an insulating black stripe at

230x3-micrometer pitch (1000 lines) to a glass substrate. The film (2.6-M omega

resistor) is produced.

[0217] Next, spreading baking of each color RGB fluorescent substance (P22)

was periodically carried out between the separated black stripes. Laser beam

machining was carried out every two along the after [ aluminum metal back

formation ] BS top, and it considered as the color face plate with which aluminum

metal back also dissociates and impresses the anode plate high voltage to the



cold cathode multi-electron source (rear plate) mentioned later. That is, the

metal back is the face plate by which separation arrangement was carried out by

the width efface corresponding to three electron emission components of 1 -pixel

RGB.

[0218] It has arranged so that the separation metal back film of a face plate may

intersect the common wiring v001 and v002 of a rear plate, and ~ (rectangular

cross). The top view of a rear plate is shown in drawing 28 .

[0219] It has been arranged through the conductive frit glass (un-illustratlng)

which mixed electric-conduction material, such as a conductive filler or a metal,

and the spacer 2815 was calcinating 10 minutes or more at 400 degrees C

thru/or 500 degrees C in atmospheric air, and it pasted up and it also made

electric connection to sealing and the coincidence of the above-mentioned tight

container by the face plate side on the direction wiring of a train at the rear plate

side so that two or more metal backs might not be straddled on the separated

metal back side.

[0220] By the panel to which the line sequential drive scrolled by one-line

SOmicrosec at TV rate, and the output pulse was supplied, only the period

according to the pulse width to which only the surface conduction mold emission



component connected to the line which the scanning circuit chose was supplied

emits an electron. Where high-voltage Va;5kV is impressed between a face

plate and a rear plate, an electron is accelerated, and a fluorescent substance

emits light. A two-dimensional image is formed by scanning sequentially the line

which a scanning circuit chooses.

[0221] Although the discharge between a rear plate and a face plate was

observed an hour about 3 times /by detecting measurement of an external circuit,

and the luminescent spot of a fluorescent substance by CCD, large degradation

of the brightness of a pixel was not accepted, moreover, R, G, and B which are

arranged corresponding to one divided accelerating electrode ~ each

component showed the fixed brightness value **
[ according to / the existence of

lighting of other components ] to the same input signal, for example, the

condition of having given the indicated value of 240 to R — G and B — also when

changing luminescence of each component, the brightness of R did not change.

[0222] Moreover, as a high resistor of the face plate made as an experiment for

the comparison, it is Ru02. There was a case where the brightness difference

for every metal back separated depending on the display image could check

resistance visually although the property over discharge improved when the 5-M



omega thing was produced.

[0223] The configuration of the fundamental image formation equipment in

connection with [example 1 3] this example is the same as that of drawing 29 and

drawing 30 , and showed the whole general-view Fig, to drawing 31 . The same

sign is given to the same part as the part shown in drawing 29 and drawing 30

among drawing 31 . As for the manufacturing method of a spacer, the

manufacturing method of the electron source of the image formation equipment

concerning this invention shows the block diagram of a face plate to drawing 32

at drawing 34 at drawing 33 .

[0224] Hereafter, the fundamental configuration and fundamental manufacturing

method of image formation equipment concerning this invention are explained

using drawing 32 , drawing 33 , and drawing 34 . Although the production

process near a small number of electron emission component is expanded and

shown since drawing 32 is simple, this example is an example of the image

formation equipment which carried out passive-matrix arrangement of many

surface conduction electron emission components.

[0225] The component electrodes 6a and 6b are formed in the blue plate glass

substrate of which process-a washing was done with offset printing. The metal



component of the thick-film-paste ingredient used here is Pt in an IVIOD paste. It

dries at 70 degrees C after printing for 10 minutes, and then this baking is

performed. Burning temperature is 550 degrees C and the peak holding time is

about 8 minutes. The thickness after printing / baking was -O.Smicrometer.

[0226] Electrode wiring layer (signal side) 7a is formed with Process -b, next

thick-film screen printing. NORITAKE Company Ag content thick-film-paste

NP-4035CA was used for the paste ingredient. Burning temperature Is 400

degrees C and is peak holding-time about 13 minutes. The thickness after

printing / baking was -7micrometer.

[0227] The layer insulation layer 14 is formed with Process -c, next thick-film

screen printing. A paste ingredient mixes a glass binder by using PbO as a

principal component. Burning temperature is 480 degrees C and the peak

holding time is about 13 minutes. The thickness after printing / baking was

-36micrometer. Moreover, an insulating layer usually performs printing and

baking by a unit of 3 times, in order to secure the insulation between vertical

layers. Since the film formed with thick film paste is usually porous film, it

embeds a membranous porous condition by repeating multiple-times printing

and baking, and secures insulation.



[0228] An electrode wiring layer (scan side) 7b scan side wiring layer is formed

with Process -d, next thick-film screen printing. NORITAKE Company Ag content

thick-film-paste NP-4035CA was used for the paste ingredient. Burning

temperature is 400 degrees C and the peak holding time is about 13 minutes.

The thickness after printing / baking was -1 1 micrometer.

[0229] Matrix wiring is completed at the above process,

[0230] The mask of the conductive thin film 31 of the electron emission

component concerning a -e process process is a mask which has opening

ranging over the component electrodes 6a and 6b. carries out Cr film of lOOnm

of thickness deposition and patterning vacuum deposition with this mask, and

carries out heating baking processing for 10 minutes for organic [ Pd ] (ccp4230

Okuno Pharmaceuticals company make) at rotation spreading and 300 degrees

C with a spinner on it. Moreover, the thickness of the conductive thin film 31

which consists of a particle which consists of Pd as a main element formed in

this way is lOnm, and a surface-electrical-resistance value is 5x104. They were

omega/**.

[0231] Cr film and the conductive thin film 31 after baking are etched by acid

etchant, and a desired pattern is formed.



[0232] The spacer of this invention is produced at the f-th [ -] process.

[0233] First, on the insulating substrate (height of 3.8mm, board thickness of 200

micrometers, die length of 20mm) which consists of defecated soda lime glass,

0.5 micrometers of silicon nitride films were formed as a Na block layer, and the

nitride of Cr and aluminum was formed by the vacuum forming-membranes

method on it. The nitride of Cr and aluminum used by this example formed

membranes by carrying out the coincidence spatter of the target of Cr and

aluminum to an argon in a nitrogen mixing ambient atmosphere using a

sputtering system. By changing the power applied to each target, the

presentation was adjusted and the optimal resistance was acquired. The

substrate is grounded by the ground at the room temperature. For thickness,

200nm and specific resistance are [ the produced nitride of Cr and aluminum ]

2.4x105. It was 1.2x1 01 0-ohm] in omegacm[surface electrical resistance.

Moreover, the temperature coefficient of resistance of this ingredient is -0.5%,

and the thermal run away was not seen in Va=5kV.

[0234] In order to continue and to ensure connection with the division anode

electrode in the direction wiring of X in a rear plate, and a face plate, the contact

electrode 12 which consists of aluminum is formed with the vacuum deposition



method which used the mask.

[0235] The height of the near island-shape contact electrode which connects

with a division anode electrode the height of the band-like contact electrode of

the side [ plate /, i.e., connect with the direction wiring of X, / a side / rear ] an H*

=50micrometer and face plate side was [ Lc =40micrometer and the pitch of H=

50 micrometers and width of face ] Pc =145micrometers (=(Px/2) = (Pa/2)). At

this time, the width of face of the transparent electrode which constitutes the

division anode electrode in a face plate is La=240micrometer, a pitch is

Pa=290micrometer, and the conditions which do not produce electric-field

nonuniformity which the variation in the luminescent spot nonpermissible [ with

the conditions and island-shape contact electrode with which an island-shape

contact electrode does not connect two or more division anode Nnes too hastily,

or the band-like contact electrode by the side of a rear plate ] between

components produces are satisfied.

[0236] A conductive frit is applied to the g-th [ -] process on electrode wiring 7b,

and temporary baking is performed. With the terpineol / Elvacite solution, the

electric conduction frit stirred and mixed the mixed powder of a conductive filler

and frit glass, produced it, and applied it with the dispenser. Although dispenser



spreading conditions also changed with viscosity of an electric conduction frit,

the discharge pressure of the conditions at the time of applying at a room

temperature using a nozzle with an aperture of 175 micrometers was 2.0

kgf/cm2 and gap 150micrometer between nozzle-wiring, and spreading width of

face was -150micrometer at this time.

[0237] Temporary baking means the process which it vaporizes [ process ] and

bums the vehicle component which consists of an organic solvent and a resin

binder, is temperature lower than the softening temperature temperature of frit

glass, and is calcinated in atmospheric air or nitrogen-gas-atmosphere mind.

[0238] A rear plate is connected with a spacer by calcinating 410 degrees C in

atmospheric air or nitrogen-gas-atmosphere mind for 10 minutes, carrying out

[ process / h-th / -] alignment using a non-illustrated **** fixture.

[0239]. An outer frame 13 is arranged to the rear plate 1 and spacer 3 which are

more than process-i, and were made and formed. At this time, frit glass is

beforehand applied to the joint of the rear plate 1 and an outer frame 13.

Although a face plate 2 (a fluorescent screen 10 and the metal back are formed

and constituted by the inside of a glass substrate 8) is arranged through an outer

frame 13, frit glass is beforehand applied to the joint of a face plate 2 and an



outer frame 13, respectively. It seals by beginning and holding for 10 minutes at

100 degrees C in atmospheric air, and carrying out the temperature up of what

stuck the rear plate 1 . the outer frame 13, and the face plate 2 to 300 degrees C

after that, holding it at 300 degrees C for 1 hour, it carrying out a temperature up

to 400 more degrees C, and calcinating it for 10 minutes.

[0240] The face plate In drawing 34 has taken the configuration by which two or

more division anode electrodes by which common connection was made

through 100-M omega current-limiting resistance of the pressure membrane

resistor which consists of ruthenium oxide (Ru02), borosilicate glass, etc. have

been arranged, and the non-illustrated fluorescent screen has been arranged on

it. By photolithography, width of face is carried out by La=240micrometer, and,

as for the division anode electrode, patterning of the pitch is carried out by

Pa=290micrometer.

[0241] In addition, in the case of monochrome, a fluorescent screen consists

only of a fluorescent substance, but in this example, a fluorescent substance

adopts a stripe configuration, forms a black stripe by the arrangement which

does not short-circuit a division anode electrode electrically previously, and uses

what applied each color fluorescent substance to the gap section. As an



ingredient of a black stripe, the ingredient which uses as a principal component

the graphite used well is usually used. The approach of applying a fluorescent

substance to a glass substrate 8 used slurry method.

[0242] Moreover, the metal back was formed in the inside side of a fluorescent

screen. The metal back performs data smoothing (usually called filming) of the

inside side front face of a fluorescent screen after fluorescent screen production,

and it is producing by carrying out vacuum deposition of the aluminum after that.

Furthermore, the metal back who formed as poor film avoided the electric short

circuit by irradiating NbiYAG laser (532nm) and cutting it along with the black

stripe formed between division anodes. At this time, divided metal back spacing

was -SOmicrometer almost equally to transparent electrode spacing.

[0243] When performing the above-mentioned sealing, in the case of the color,

sufficient alignment was performed in order to have to make each color

fluorescent substance and an electron emission component correspond.

[0244] After exhausting the ambient atmosphere in the glassware completed as

mentioned above with a vacuum pump through an exhaust pipe (not shown) and

reaching sufficient degree of vacuum, an electrical potential difference is

impressed between electrode 6a of the electron emission component 5, and 6b



through the container outer edge child Dxo1 thru/or Doxnn, Doy1, or Doyn, and

the electron emission section 32 is fornned by carrying out foaming processing of

the conductive thin film 31. Furthermore, from the exhaust pipe of a panel,

toluene is introduced in a panel through a slow leak bulb, all the electron

emission components 5 are driven under the ambient atmosphere of

1.0x10-5torr, and activation is performed.

[0245] Next, it exhausts to the degree of vacuum of 1.0x10-6torr extent, and

welds by heating a non-illustrated exhaust pipe with a gas burner, and the

closure of an envelope is performed.

[0246] In order to maintain the degree of vacuum after the closure finally, getter

processing is perfornried by the high-frequency-heating method.

[0247] Through the container outer edge child Dx1 Dxm and Dy1 thru/or Dyn, by

impressing a scan signal and a modulating signal from a signal generation

means by which it does not illustrate, respectively, electron emission can be

carried out, the high voltage Va can be impressed to a transparent electrode

through a secondary terminal Hv, an electron beam can be accelerated for each

electron emission component, it can be made to be able to collide with a

fluorescent screen 10 for it, and an image can be displayed on it by making light



excite and emit in the image display device of this example completed as

mentioned above.

[0248] In the image formation equipment of this example, it could drive to

stability by high-voltage Va=5.5kV, it was possible to have obtained a uniform

and clear display image without distortion by high brightness, and even when

discharge broke out between face-rear plates further, the image formation

equipment of a high life without brightness degradation of a pixel has been

produced.

[0249] At [example 14] this example, it is the same as that of an example 13

except process-f.

[0250] The spacer of this invention is produced at the f-th [ -] process.

[0251] First, on the insulating substrate (height of 3.8mm, board thickness of 200

micrometers, die length of 20mm) which consists of defecated soda lime glass,

0.5 micrometers of silicon nitride films were preferably formed as a Na block

layer, and the nitride of Cr and aluminum was formed by the vacuum

forming-membranes method on it. The nitride of Cr and aluminum used by this

example formed membranes by carrying out the coincidence spatter of the

target of Cr and aluminum to an argon in a nitrogen mixing ambient atmosphere



using a sputtering system. By changing the power applied to each target, the

presentation was adjusted and the optimal resistance was acquired. The

substrate is grounded by the ground at the room temperature. For thickness,

200nm and specific resistance are [ the produced nitride of Cr and aluminum ]

2.4x105. It was 1.2x1 01 0-ohm] in omegacm[surface electrical resistance.

Moreover, the temperature coefficient of resistance of this ingredient is -0.5%,

and the thermal run away was not seen in Va=5kV.

[0252] In order to continue and to ensure connection with the division anode

electrode in the direction wiring of X in a rear plate, and a face plate, the contact

electrode 12 which consists of aluminum is formed with the vacuum deposition

method which used the mask.

[0253] The height of the near island-shape contact electrode which connects

with a division anode electrode the height of the band-like contact electrode of

the side [ plate /, i.e., connect with the direction wiring of X, / a side / rear ] an H*

=50micrometer and face plate side was [ Lc =40micrometer and the pitch of H=

50 micrometers and width of face ] Pc =290micrometers (=Px= (Pa/5)). At this

time, the width of face of the electrode which constitutes the division anode

electrode in a face plate is La=1400micrometer, a pitch is Pa=1450micrometer,



and the conditions which electric-field nonuniformity which the variation in the

luminescent spot produces between components with the conditions and

island-shape contact electrode with which an island-shape contact electrode

does not connect two or more division anode lines too hastily, or the band-like

contact electrode by the side of a rear plate does not produce are satisfied.

[0254] In the case of monochrome, the fluorescent screen in a face plate

consists only of a fluorescent substance, but in this example, a fluorescent

substance adopts a stripe configuration, forms pitch 1450micrometer and an

insulating black stripe with a width of face of 50 micrometers previously, and

uses what applied each color fluorescent substance to the gap section. The

approach of applying a fluorescent substance to a glass substrate 8 used slurry

method. Moreover, 20-M omega current-limiting resistance of the pressure

membrane resistor which consists of ruthenium oxide (Ru02), borosilicate glass,

etc. has been arranged, and the metal back was formed further. The metal back

performs data smoothing (usually called filming) of the inside side front face of a

fluorescent screen after fluorescent screen production, and it is producing by

carrying out vacuum deposition of the aluminum after that. Furthermore, the

metal back who formed as poor film avoided the electric short circuit by meeting



a black stripe, irradiating Nb:YAG laser (532nm) and cutting it. At this time,

divided metal back spacing was 50 micrometers. In this way, the division anode

electrode which consists of only the metal backs (width-of-face

La=1450micrometer and pitch Pa=1450micrometer) was formed, and the face

plate made into common ejection was used through 20-M omega current-limiting

resistance.

[0255] After exhausting the ambient atmosphere in the glassware completed as

mentioned above with a vacuum pump through an exhaust pipe and reaching

sufficient degree of vacuum, foaming processing and activation are performed

by the same technique as an example 1

.

[0256] Next, after performing exhaust air and the closure, getter processing is

performed by the high-frequency-heating method.

[0257] Through the container outer edge child Dx1 Dxm and Dy1 thru/or Dyn, by

impressing a scan signal and a modulating signal from a signal generation

means by which it does not illustrate, respectively, electron emission can be

carried out, the high voltage Va can be impressed to a transparent electrode

through a secondary terminal Hv, an electron beam can be accelerated for each

electron emission component, it can be made to be able to collide with a



fluorescent screen 10 for it, and an image can be displayed on It by making light

excite and emit in the image display device of this example completed as

mentioned above.

[0258] In the image formation equipment of this example, it could drive to

stability by high-voltage Va=5.0kV, it was possible to have obtained a uniform

and clear display image without distortion by high brightness, and even when

discharge broke out between face-rear plates further, the image formation

equipment of a high life without brightness degradation of a pixel has been

produced.

[0259] At the example of the [example 1 of the comparison of example 13] book

comparison, it is a process. - It is the same as that of an example 12 except f, g,

and h.

[0260] process-f - a sputtering system is used on the insulating substrate

(height of 3.8mm, board thickness of 200 micrometers, die length of 20mm)

which consists of defecated soda lime glass first, and the nitride of Cr-aluminum

is formed.

[0261] Membranes were formed by carrying out the coincidence spatter of the

target of Cr and aluminum to an argon in a nitrogen mixing ambient atmosphere.



By changing the power applied to each target, the presentation was adjusted

and the optimal resistance was acquired. The substrate is grounded by the

ground at the room temperature. For thickness, specific resistance is [ the

produced nitride of Cr and aluminum ] 2.4x105 at 200nm. It was 1.2x1 01 0-ohm]

in omegacm[surface electrical resistance.

[0262] In order to continue and to ensure connection with the division anode

electrode in the direction wiring of X in a rear plate, and a face plate, the contact

electrode 12 which consists of aluminum is formed with the vacuum deposition

method which used the mask. The height of the near band-like contact electrode

which connects with a division anode electrode the height of the band-like

contact electrode of the side [ plate /, i.e., connect with the direction wiring of X, /

a side / rear ] an H'=50micrometer and face plate side was H= 200 micrometers.

At this time. La =240micrometer and the pitch of the width of face of the division

anode electrode in a face plate were the same as that of an example 13 at Pa

=290micrometer.

[0263] A conductive frit is applied to the g-th [ -] process on electrode wiring 7b,

and temporary baking is performed. With the terpineol / Elvacite solution, the

electric conduction frit stirred and mixed the mixed powder of a conductive filler



and frit glass, produced it, and applied it with the dispenser. Although dispenser

spreading conditions also changed with viscosity of an electric conduction frit,

the discharge pressure of the conditions at the time of applying at a room

temperature using a nozzle with an aperture of 175 micrometers was 2.0

kgf/cm2 and gap 1 SOmicrometer between nozzle-wiring, and spreading width of

face was -1 SOmicrometer at this time.

[0264] Temporary baking means the process which it vaporizes [
process ] and

burns the vehicle component which consists of an organic solvent and a resin

binder, is temperature lower than the softening temperature temperature of frit

glass, and is calcinated in atmospheric air or nitrogen-gas-atmosphere mind.

[0265] A rear plate is connected with a spacer by calcinating 410 degrees C in

atmospheric air or nitrogen-gas-atmosphere mind for 10 minutes, carrying out

.[ process / h-th / -] alignment using a non-illustrated **** fixture. As a result, two

or more division anode lines have connected too hastily with the band-like

contact electrode by the side of a face plate. Specifically short-circuiting 69

division anode lines, as compared with an example 12, capacitance and the

amount of stored charge are converted from anode area, and have become

about 100 times.



[0266] An outer frame 13 is arranged to the rear plate 1 and spacer 3 which were

formed as mentioned above. At this time, frit glass is beforehand applied to the

joint of the rear plate 1 and an outer frame 13. Although a face plate 2 (a

fluorescent screen 10 and the metal back are formed and constituted by the

inside of a glass substrate 8) is arranged through an outer frame 13, frit glass is

beforehand applied to the joint of a face plate 2 and an outer frame 13,

respectively. It seals by beginning and holding for 10 minutes at 100 degrees C

in atmospheric air, and carrying out the temperature up of what stuck the rear

plate 1, the outer frame 13, and the face plate 2 to 300 degrees C after that,

holding it at 300 degrees C for 1 hour, it carrying out a temperature up to 400

more degrees C, and calcinating it for 10 minutes.

[02671 After exhausting the ambient atmosphere in the glassware completed as

mentioned above with a vacuum pump through an exhaust pipe and reaching

sufficient degree of vacuum, foaming processing and activation are performed

by the same technique as an example 13. Next, after performing exhaust air and

the closure, getter processing is performed by the high-frequency-heating

method.

[0268] In the image display device completed as mentioned above, the image



was displayed by making an electron beam collide with a fluorescent screen,

and making it excite and emit light like an example 13.

[0269] In the image formation equipment of this example of a comparison, since

the component destruction by discharge was observed when the high voltage Va

was raised to 5.2kV, when Va was lowered to 4.0kV and the image was

evaluated, brightness was low and a color expression did not have it, either.

[ enough ] Moreover, an image was not able to perform turbulence and the

stable display within several minutes.

[0270] In the image formation equipment of this example of a comparison, it was

difficult to observe the component destruction by discharge between face-rear

plates, and to produce high brightness and the image formation equipment of a

high life.

[0271] [Example 15] this example is an example of the image formation

equipment which used the field emission mold electron emission component

(FE) of the Spindt mold as an electron emission component. Production of the

Spindt mold FE used what was used in the example 6. -2000 piece was made

into 1 pixel for the electron emission component, and the source of cathode side

[ 1000x500 elements ] electron emission was prepared, and it considered as the



rear plate. About the face plate and the spacer, the same thing as an example

12 was used.

[0272] Impressing the electrical potential difference of Va=600V between the

face plate and the rear plate, the rear plate realized the drive and the flat-surface

display for the need pixel on the selection target with cathode wiring and a gate

electrode.

[0273] In the image formation equipment of this example, it could drive to

stability by high-voltage Va=600V, it was possible to have obtained a uniform

and clear display image without distortion by high brightness, and even when

discharge broke out between face-rear plates further, the image formation

equipment of a high life with which a component especially a gate electrode, and

Mo cathode point are not destroyed has been produced.

[0274] In the example of the [example 2 of comparison] book comparison, it is

the example of the image formation equipment to the example 15 which used

the field emission mold electron emission component (FE) of the Spindt mold as

an electron emission component. About a spacer, it is the same as that of the

example 1 of a comparison.

[0275] In the image formation equipment of this example of a comparison.



degradation by discharge of the component destruction by discharge between

face-rear plates especially a gate electrode, and Mo cathode point was

remarkable, and it was difficult to see 20 pixels from which brightness

specifically became 50% or less by discharge, and to produce high brightness

and the image formation equipment of a high life.

[0276] In the image formation equipment of this example, it could drive to

stability by high-voltage Va=600V, it was possible to have obtained a uniform

and clear display image without distortion by high brightness, and even when

discharge broke out between face-rear plates further, the image formation

equipment of a high life with which a component especially a gate electrode, and

Mo cathode point are not destroyed has been produced.

[0277] In [example 16] this example, the spacer of the above-mentioned

example of a comparison is used.

[0278] It applies combining a conductive frit and an insulating frit on face plate

division electrode wiring (how to combine is explained later), and temporary

baking is carried out to the g-th [ -] process.

[0279] The method of the combination of the conductive frit of this example and

an insulating frit is explained to drawing 36 .



[0280] Drawing 36 is a face plate after temporary baking, and the extension

mimetic diagram for a joint of a spacer. As for 3601 . the contact electrode 3602

is formed with the spacer. The one metal back 3605 and electrical installation

are made by the conductive frit 3603, and other metal backs are insulated by the

insulating frit 3604. Since good contact is made, the function of electrification

prevention serves as a contact electrode by the side of a face plate with the fully

committed configuration. Moreover, it insulates between the divided metal backs

and there were not a case where each capacity does not arrange a spacer,

either, and change. Since it is easy, the fluorescent substance on a face plate,

the black stripe, etc. have been omitted.

[0281] A face plate is connected with a spacer by calcinating 410 degrees C in

atmospheric air or nitrogen-gas-atmosphere mind for 10 minutes, carrying out

[ process / h-th / -] alignment using a non-illustrated **** fixture. It seals like an

example 13 and Process i after that.

[0282] When driven as well as other examples in the image display device of this

example completed as mentioned above, it could drive to stability by

high-voltage Va=8kV, it was possible to have obtained a uniform and clear

display image without distortion by high brightness, and even when discharge



broke out between face-rear plates further, the image formation equipment of a

high life without brightness degradation of a pixel has been produced.

[0283] In [example 17] this example, the display whose screen size (field in

which the fluorescent substance was formed) is 14 inches of vertical angles was

created like the example 6, using a field emission mold electron emission

component as an electron emission component. The image formation equipment

created by this example is explained below using drawing 1 ,
drawing 25 , and

37 and 38.

[0284] With the image formation equipment of this example, the spacer for

atmospheric pressure-proof support has been arranged between the face plate

in which the fluorescent substance was fomned, and the rear plate which carried

out array formation of the field emission mold electron emission component of

the Spindt mold at the shape of a matrix.

[0285] The mimetic diagram of the face plate of this example is the same as

drawing 1 .

[0286] Drawing 25 is the partial cross-section perspective view [-izing / the

image formation equipment created by this example / the perspective view / the

** type ]. In drawing 25 . the spacer is excluded for explanation.



[0287] Drawing 37 is tlie cathode wiring 2512 of tfie image formation equipment

of this example, and a parallel cross section.

[0288] Drawing 38 is the mimetic diagram of the rear plate of the image

formation equipment of this example, and shows the condition that the spacer

2540 was fixed.

[0289] In drawing 1 , 101 is a division anode electrode which consists of ITO in

which the fluorescent substance was laid, and 102 is a secondary terminal with

which the 100-M omega high resistance film (NiO film) and 105 are drawn by the

common electrode, and 103 is drawn by the exterior of image formation

equipment.

[0290] In drawing 25 , although it is the emitter chip with which cathode wiring

(signal wiring: the direction of Y) and 2518 consist in the rear plate with which

2510 consists of glass, and 2512, and gate wiring (scan wiring: the direction of

X) and 2514 consist of Mo in an insulating layer and 2516 and being simplified

and illustrated in drawing 37 and 38, about 300 emitter chips are formed in each

intersection of gate wiring and cathode wiring. The emitter group of each

Intersection supports the fluorescent substance of each color formed on the face

plate, respectively. The anode electrode with which, as for 101, the fluorescent



substance (R, G. B) in three primary colors with which conductivity was given

was laid, respectively, and 2520 are an insulating layer and a face plate with

which 2522 consists of glass. In this example, as shown in drawing 25 , gate

wiring (scan wiring: the direction of X) and the direction of the divided anode

electrode 101 (the direction of Y) intersect perpendicularly.

[0291] Moreover, as shown in drawing 37 and 38, with the image formation

equipment of this example, the plate-like spacer 2540 is arranged in the direction

of X. That is, between the cathode wiring 2512 and between the divided anode

electrodes 101 were straddled, and the spacer 2540 is arranged.

[0292] The spacer 2540 used by this example uses the insulating spacer which

carried out the coat of the film of polyimide for the front face of the glass plate

which deleted the corner and carried out configuration processing so that the

acute angle part which may induce discharge might not be made, as shown in

drawing 37 and 38. The face plate of an insulating spacer and the height of the

direction between rear plates are 1mm, and X lay length was set to 4mm. This

spacer is arranged between gate wiring, as shown in drawing 38 , and it

arranges in the shape of zigzag over the whole surface in image formation

equipment.



[0293] The manufacture approach of the image formation equipment of this

example is described below.

[0294] The fluorescent substance with which conductivity in three primary colors

(Red, Green, Blue) was given on the ITO electrode divided into 1 00-micrometer

pitch using the photolithography method like the example 1 was formed in the

face plate of this example, respectively (101).

[0295] On the other hand, the rear plate side formed about 300 emitter-chips in

each intersection of gate wiring and cathode wiring using the photolithography

method like the example 6. In addition, the pitch between gate wiring was set to

300 micrometers, and the pitch between cathode wiring was fonned by 100

micrometers.

[0296] Next, between the gate wiring 2516, it fixed to the rear plate side by the

frit whose above-mentioned insulating spacer is not illustrated, and the frit was

further applied and temporary calcinated also to the fixed part by the side of the

face plate of an insulating spacer (it is heating removal about the organic

substance contained in a frit).

[0297] And the frame part material (un-illustrating) by which the frit which already

carried out temporary baking has been arranged at the periphery section of the



rear plate which fixed the spacer was laid.

[0298] Next, it positioned so that the anode electrode 101 with which it was

divided on the created face plate which was made above, and the cathode wiring

2512 on a rear plate might become parallel, and sealing by the frit was

performed by heating and cooling, pressurizing in a face plate and the spacing

direction between rear plates in a high vacuum, and the image formation

equipment with which the interior was maintained by the high vacuum was

created.

[0299] Thus, although the non-illustrated drive circuit was connected to the

image formation equipment using the created field emission mold electron

emission component, the high voltage of 3kV was impressed to the anode

electrode and the electron emission component was driven, luminescence

believed to be discharge was not checked.

[0300] In addition, in this example, although the example using a plate-like thing

was shown as an insulating spacer, destruction of luminescence believed to be

discharge also with the image formation equipment which has arranged the

spacer so that it may not straddle between cathode wiring and anode

inter-electrode, and an electron emission component etc. was not checked using



the insulating spacer of the shape of a well-known rod (fiber) which has the

diameter of an anode electrode or under cathode wiring spacing.

[0301] The example which used as the electrode of an electron emission

component and the electrode by the side of the substrate with which wiring for

an electron emission component was prepared in the electron emission

component as an example of a configuration of the electron emission equipment

which prepared the electron emission component, and was made the

configuration which divides the electrode which counters this substrate was

shown. This invention is applicable to various configurations which impress an

electrical potential difference. Moreover, it can be suitably adopted as the

display of a monotonous opposed type, for example. Moreover, the high voltage

impressed to inter-electrode [ which counters ] is [ as opposed to / especially /

the configuration to which DC electrical potential difference or the electrical

potential difference near DC (the voltage variation by some modulation is

included) is impressed ] effective.

[0302]

[Effect of the Invention] As stated above, in this invention, the effect of discharge

between two poles can be controlled. Speaking more concretely, being able to



make electrostatic capacity between two poles small substantially.

[0303] More specifically the amount of discharge in the case of discharge can be

lessened, and the effect on the electron emission component by discharge can

be eased as electron emission equipment as electrical-potential-difference

impression equipment, and good endurance and reinforcement can be realized.



DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[Drawing 1] It is the top view showing an example of the face plate used for the

electron emission equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 2] They are drawing 1 and the top view showing the condition of having

applied the fluorescent substance in the face plate of drawing 5 .

[Drawing 3] It is the top view showing an example of the rear plate used for the

electron emission equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 4] It is the top view showing the face plate of the conventional example

(example of a comparison).

[Drawing 5] It is the modification of the face plate of drawing 1 .

[Drawing 6] It is the sectional view showing the example (some rear plates) of

cold cathode arrays other than a surface type electron emission component.

[Drawing 7] It is a representative circuit schematic for explaining actuation of

conventional electron emission equipment.

[Drawing 8] It is a representative circuit schematic for explaining actuation of the

electron emission equipment of this invention.



[Drawing 9] It is a representative circuit schematic for explaining actuation of

conventional electron emission equipment.

[Drawing 10] It is a representative circuit schematic for explaining actuation of

the electron emission equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 11] It is drawing showing another example of the face plate of this

invention.

[Drawing 12] It is the conceptual diagram of a surface type electron emission

component.

[Drawing 13] It is drawing showing the making process of a surface conduction

mold emission component.

[Drawing 14] It is drawing showing the example of electrical-potential-difference

impression at a foaming process.

[Drawing 15] It is the top view showing the example of the face plate at the time

of providing aluminum metal back.

[Drawing 16] It is the top view and sectional view showing another example of

the face plate of drawing 15 .

[Drawing 17] It is drawing showing the example of a type of the flat-surface

display on which this invention is applied.



[Drawing 18] It is drawing showing the configuration of a fluorescent screen.

[Drawing 19] It is the conceptual diagram showing electron ennission equipment.

[Drawing 20] It is the top view of the face plate in the example 8 of this invention.

[Drawing 21] It is the top view of the face plate in the example 9 of this invention.

[Drawing 22] It is the sectional view of the face plate in the example 9 of this

invention.

[Drawing 23] It is the enlarged drawing of the face plate in the example 10 of this

invention.

[Drawing 24] It is the top view of the face plate in the example 10 of this invention.

[Drawing 25] It is the outline block diagram of the image formation equipment in

the example 1 7 of this invention.

[Drawing 26] It is the top view of the face plate in the example 1 0 of this invention.

[Drawing 27] It is the top view of the face plate in the example 1 1 of this invention.

[Drawing 28] It is the top view of a rear plate.

[Drawing 29] It is the outline block diagram showing an example of the image

formation equipment of this invention.

[Drawing 30] It is the sectional view showing an example of the image formation

equipment of this invention.



[Drawing 31] It is the block diagram of the image formation equipment

concerning the example 13 of this invention.

[Drawing 32] It is the process Fig. of the electron source of the image formation

equipment concerning the example 13 of this invention.

[Drawing 33] It is the process Fig. of the spacer concerning the example 13 of

this invention.

[Drawing 34] It is the block diagram of the face plate concerning the examples 1

3

and 14 of this invention.

[Drawing 35] It is the process Fig. of the spacer concerning the example of a

comparison of this invention.

[Drawing 36] It is the process Fig. of the spacer concerning the example 15 of

this invention.

[Drawing 37] It is the sectional view of the image formation equipment of the

example 17 of this invention.

[Drawing 38] It is the top view of the rear plate of the example 17 of this invention.

[Description of Notations]

1 Electron Source Substrate (Rear Plate)

2 Anode Plate Substrate (Face Plate)



3 Spacer

4 Glass Substrate

5 Electron Emission Component

6a, 6b Component electrode

7a Wiring electrode (scan electrode)

7b Wiring electrode (signal electrode)

8 Substrate

9 Transparent Electrode

10 Fluorescent Substance

1 1 Antistatic Film

12 Contact Electrode

1 3 Outer Frame

14 Layer Insulation Layer

31 Conductive Thin Film

32 Electron Emission Section
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(Dtt^i;(il6^LTEH-rn(fcki.^ iiti{Cck'3^2cD

tintLxmmii(Di>(Dtmm^(o^(D^mi^''^if^ii

xii. ^nic ^^i>^mLrcm^<D'mm?sx(Dmmmm
x^^^mfHicm\xt^mmimmtnii^\^\

T\ ±$immwmt. rmmiiom^it^^-mLx.
trcmm(Dm^(omm^^mLxm&tt\m:i\
[0 0 3 6] $/c. ±I2m 1 <0#«14^Wr^m 1 Og|5

(7) 1#PjI¥1 0-3 2 6 5 8 3

12

^2^^)»«t^^w-r§^2^Dg|5^^;&ffll^;5^flB^^^

tt^^-r-Sg|5M<D^ffiS*r[* 1
0''

1
0"' QICL,

^ 1 (Dmm\t^^t?>^m<Dmmmi^ 10' 1

0

" Qizt^timx$>^o
[0 0 3 7] $fc. ±lB^fgBJfc4bnt5«ii14^wr§

5^itg|5*^i:fi^>{r{c^^T'tSo mat. ^nmt<Dm
wmmicmmit^^^?>rci6(Dmm^Lx. mm^^
^t^^mmm^ctti^xt^. ^<ommn. m

10 mt. Bmm^-r^ntic^io. mmommit^

[0 0 3 8] ^tz. ±izE<D#fg0mc*3l^T. iulB^SlJL

[0 0 3 9] *Jiifc^^5tt?jKaig«©M^^fg0J(O

[0 0 4 0] «?K(ai^?*«g^nfc^ 1 (DSISi:.

iS^l^DS1SJi:^^-r§lt®^^-r§m2(7)S1Si:. ^
w. 1 osst^2(DSis«or^Pi^{^#-r§3£#gwi;.

i^titi^m.^w.^-kLxmrnimnmnm^m^m^

[0 0 4 1] *Mti:^t)5«?jKt±iga(DM^§ll0.^<D

[0 0 4 2] «?jKaj^^*«»^n/c^ 1 (DS1Sii>

mM\(Dmmzii\Pit^n&^^t^^2(om^t. m.

30 ^ 1 (ommt^2(om^(Dmm^imt^^n^mt.

mmm^mm^'Am-^nx^ 0 . ^wsti^n^'n®

[0 0 4 3] :^m\.z%t>^m.^m^m.m(DWi.^mm

40 [0 0 4 4] n.nmm^t>mm-^ntz.m 1 (DSisii,

mm\<ommztmt^nm^^t^m2<omw.t. m
m 1 <DS^i:^2©S«OP^(l^{§it-r§3^ifa5Mi:.

{i:^n^nfi^r[^*^/^ LTMi2j!ipji«BEg]in¥stnggg

m\(DW>-^t. m2(r>mm'\^^^Lxio'ommnmiim-
12m 1 omit^nM.mimm.t^m2mmt^^\.

50 T*3 0. Hu!2^ifgw«. luK^a-sij^nrc^iijiDa^o
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CO 0 4 5] *gSfi:^^5«?]55cttlS«©M*S^^O

[0 0 4 6] m^WLiam^ti'^mmtnrcm i (omut.

[0 0 4 7] *ii{C'0^^^a?]Kl±iSHOM^§5l^®

[0 0 4 8] n^WLm.'?-imm.-^x\.rdm \ (om^t.
mmi<Dmm^c^\^t^mm^^-r^m2(Dmwt. m 20

mm^^mLxt5K)mmm(Dmmm 1 cosmi^^ttM

[0 0 4 9] *SStC^^§«?«(aigB®S^i.fg0^<O

[0 0 5 0] m.'i'mmm^tiwmtnrcm 1 ®s«i;.

m 1 ©Stgi:^2®S^(DP^Il^f*^-r?.3^^g|5«i:.

summmimm^i^m^nxioi). ^mmit^n^'ms.
m.w^ftLxmim.Micmmtnxis>^. mm-^n^ti

r^xmmtnxisKf. mm^n^mi. mKommit^
^t^mi(omt. f^2<Dmmm^Lxi3'oMtm
mtmi^m 1 (Dmt^mmffncmmt^m2(D^^t
^#LT*50> mm2^vA±(omm(D^ti^titmmi
icmmtn^mmm2(D^mn'enimfSLxmif^
nrfeo. m2 0)mmititmi<Dmw.^^o^M\^^ct
^nmtt^m^^mmmmo 50

!ttPj8¥l 0-3 2 6 5 8 3

14

[0 0 5 1 ] «i:f^t)§«?)Kl±iSl<^M^§fgH^'D

[0 0 5 2] tt?]55(tti^?*'«E«^n/'c^ 1 (DMUt.
mmi<ommcfi\^t^mm^^t^^2commt. m
m 1 (Dm^tmz <DM^(omm^mt^^mmt.

s^c^3^^T. mmmmimmcm^i-^nxioK). ^mm
it^n^'tii&tni^^^ffLxwmmmEWta^mi^mm.

tegi5«(±. ^ 1 (omm^^mt^^ 1 ogi5Mi:> ^20

m^mmir^m2(D^^t^^Lx^io. tuiB2oj,x±

n. m)SH2oJi-(±'^«ffiO^-^cD5^0^tituB2m2<Dg|5

[0 0 5 3] :^mimt^^m^tktiimm(DWji^^m(D

[0 0 5 4] tt?)KtB^?*«fi$nfcm 1 oStSi;.

^^l<7)S«tc^>ffS]-r§«<S;S:Wti.^2<DM1gi;. 1^

^ 1 <OS«i:^2«DS«©P^|5i^«lfr^5^^g|5Mi:^

m^^i^t^nrnt. ^^t^m^min^mic^^^x.
mmmmimmic-^w\-^rLx:is 0 ^ ^m^ti^n^'n^

-oxnm^nxisK). mm-^mmn. mi(Dmm^^
^t^miomut. m2(Dmm'&^^Lx^^mm
mtmmf^ 1 <Dmiiit^mmncmmt^m2(omMt
^WLTfeo^ wm2'DU±(Dmm(Dp^(D-^^tmmm
2 (D^mmn.mcmm^tL. mm 2 o

ia(Dm timmm2(Dmmn.mimmttixi3

[0 0 5 5] *l^{i:^b^«^)KaiS«0|!^i.fgB^O

[0 0 5 6] mi'WLmm^timm-^tirzmmt. tmw.

m^^-r^MTi&mmm^c^^'x. mimmimm^^
fij^nrfeo, ^mma^n^nmiW^nLxniimiia
mmEWtu^^^ic^m-^rix^K). mE^m-^rircmm

So
[0 0 5 7] *g|{i:^t>-5«^JatHgSOM*5%^<D

[0 0 5 8] mi'WLtiim^Fiowm^nrcmmt. mm^
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^m-^tircmmmi^mm&^m^t Arabic. tn=e

[0 0 5 9] $fc. ±K!i<:D§f|0^ti:*3l^T. ^j-fij^n/c

[0 0 6 0] sfc. ±iB^^s^{i:*5i^T. mtmn\^
m=f\tm.myhnxis*)s nn\mm-^ri^'^m!m

'^n^nx\.^^i5\P\m^mixh^^t\z^-DX. ^^fj

[00 6 1] sfc. ±.m^mmt5\.^x. mmmm<D
gfeifiti. 1 0 kQ;^)^c, 1 GQOKT-$)ofcO. 10k
Qiy^^ AMQ<DmXh^hU^MXh^o
[0 0 6 2] f/c. ±S§%^»C:j3l,^T, MIBm^aW
mi-mmm^'^^nx^'o. mmmw<Dm.mmR.

R^O. 0 0 4 XV/ (n X I e)

[0 0 6 3] $rc. ±He#ftB^(ct3i/^T. Huia«?Siti±i

^m^mmm^m^xib^mmxtb^o
[0 0 6 4] tfc. *Mfc^^i,iii^fgfi)tgH(;DfgBi5

[0 0 6 5] zcx. mm{mi^^wm^(DmMic
^o^ytt^^ytwxh-DfcK). nicit. m^omMic
^ K>^^t^m^wxh-otc 0 -r§0

[0 0 6 6] ccx. mmmmB^^mi. mti^mt

$>^xi>x\^\

(9) 10-326583
16

[0 0 6 7] tfc. mmM^i-^nrzmmit. mtm(ott
mii^4 : 3©it^Wr§tt<i^#tyt<0-??SofcOs to

m^mttircmmit. ^wcomtmoitmijn 6 . 9x

[0 0 6 8] $fc. ^mic%t>^Ms.e[H}u^m(o—oii

[0 0 6 9] iimhxmmistircmiRxsf^2(Dmm

10 ttEeninSBT-feoT. MiB^2tDttm^sij$nTte

[0 0 7 0] «ciit)§ttEffiAngS<o-o{i

[0 0 7 1] W(^bTgEB^tl/-c^lRZ>*m2(D«@
i:. mm I (DmM\Lmnm^\'^^^n.{iL^H-^. m2<D-m

mmxh^x. mmmz<Dmmi,imi\-^nx^o.

20 §«Effl)ljoSBo

[0 0 7 2] ^fc. *Mtu^t)^«l±Erij!)Pgg(D—0{i

[0 0 7 3] ii\b]Lxmm-^nrzmiRzsm2<Dmm
t. mm 1 (ommicmnmcmMii.^^^. mzom

m&miimmx&-ox. mimzcDmmitm'i-^rix^io

[0 0 7 4] tfc. Wc|^t3S«ffi9]i;pgg<D-ot±
30 UT«0c!;9tc^fi)c^n§o

[0 0 7 5] ii\^LxmmtnrcmiRum2<Dmm
t. mm Kommicmnmci&iMiiL^^x. m2(Dm

mmx&-DX. mmm2(DnmitMi\tnx^*).

[0 0 7 6]

40 [0 0 7 7] mnic. ^mimt>?>m^iAtiimm(Dm^

m^^xtiitt^o
[0 0 7 8 ] 0

7

im^omi'mmmmnmmms&^^s

mmitis.i£ G N D icm^^miLx^ *) . wm.^t

^

t

5o ^i]@jttiU7yb-h{iDoiH]i^«fiSc (Mmmm
50 KRrT'^^) ti:tfe?¥-r§;i)^ gffie»§y«?fi&tBm
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[0 0 7 9] ^^mim8(D^oiC7x-X-fly-hm
(onM (0 1 7 (DMmnW. 4 4 ^Htia© ;^ ^ /i^/

^

[0 0 8 0] n^. 53^|iJ$tl/cl^<D7/-F^Wr^1i
figfi^i^aitf 5 2 2 5 8 2 omcm^^-inx\.^^ti\

. [OO81]09, HlOfiH?. 08<DS6xR rtcffl

[0 0 8 2] J-;i±UiB^Lfc=i:^{C. *!^^T{i|^ffifc

(77- K) ^^^tJLT3>xy9--1ifiitgp{cS«$n

[0 0 8 3] X. i&w\Lrc^mm<Dmmim-fLi.mL

[0 0 8 4] ~micNiii^tiMMliiK^i^t)\ N= 40

1 / 2 {cM'>tH*s^«*^fe5o N(Dm±miii^mmm
Pl^fcj; 0 ?,*^'Hitc^t|pi Lrmm-h^ l o^tl^ti;

=mx 1 i:LT, liiimc:i:{c^^llf§©;?)^^v\ il^

[0 0 8 5] rci;^{f01<DlitCl 0 0 0^?;S:(BIBf|g 50

10-326583
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(D7 /-]^ic^PU^'Si-ym7:fu-h<Dm^m. (.m

3 : m^iis V 0 0 4 nmmm c^mm) ±«o i ~ i

0 0 0<D]Kai^S{c5^JS-r-5J:3Jc{uSStP-i±LT. Mi

[0 0 8 6] ^gt^nrc7x-x:/u-h±oi to
1 0 1 im-mMlicmffcMWiK (M) 1 0 2^/^L
Tttiissi 0 5{cmtep,n (lai) . «?i!f>e>)Kai

$nfc«?^An3i-r§/ci6®if«E*wi o 3&a'«
jittSii 0 5*:n-bT0iijn$n§o I Tom<Dmifiimt

1/10 0-1/10 mm&,±$>Him^x$>^o

[0 0 8 7] t:0^L:^*'«5.:S73fl5^tfc7x-xyU-

mti^^i^^m-^it. i^icrjiiMm^x(Dmm^^^^~y

[0 0 8 8] $/c7x-xyU'-h<D7y-KO^flJIS

ai*l~4. 5~8. •(D)KtB*<D7*a-y^etc7/-

[0 0 8 9] rj:i57/-¥(D^imm^MmcnLxm

mm^ntK msws-rxoicmibic^mt^x^mm

[oo9o]iici:\ 1000m^mmmu^mmom

~10/iAi;LT0. 1 ~ 1 0 0 0MQAW$LV\ jg

[00 9 1] -istctT^^nri^s, mytmc i o o o:t

y^XhP-A~2 0 0 0*y^XhD-A@acO/P$

jgji^ti^oinMaE*'! 1 0 k vmrnxMy^mti^ i tcig

L/cii^fc 1 0 k w(D)]ammEX(r)mj±f^r^ i k

l^OgSilfSi:, JKaJ«i5itfi{ci<9< 1 0 ft A. 1

OOMQ^ 1/iA. 1 0 0 0MQ>:&i;Offl*i^t»-tJfi?il

^mmicnLxmMti^rj:i,^mmimtRx^^o o. lu
Q. Va= I 0 k VTiil OOmAcD^i^A'igftAL. ffi

mmmcm? Lxio^mtimmamic^^t i^smrt.
'c£oT{t*n-r§S*afittMf*6^t^{iO. 0 IMQ

~1 0GQ*^biiS?$n5o 1 MQ~ 1 0 OMaTb-icfcO
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19

[0 0 9 2] $/c. tct^li. TVSMcDcl:9^iSD°p
fecog^fcfi 2 5 6mmm±mr'&^ c ttf^ib. ^-^ u

[0 0 9 3] 2 5 e^ll-r^t'-feO. 4%(DmiC^^^
fc^\z. H^cDmEO^ijiti^O. 4 %gSJ^irtti:1"^

[0 0 9 4] o5 K>'>^m-^riTc^m\mm:mm.Lnm

[0 0 9 5] ili®*W«EtcWLTU-7^i:i:5^

^n?.«J±I^T«^A Vfcf^h A V/V;^^~0. 00 4

1 ii?*>e.jji!n5]KtH«j3itfii*^ I e (on

A V = RX n X I e-e$>?>*^P) 20

R = 0. 0 0 4 xV/(nXIe) 5 o JiS'J:T

i!(n<D«/Nmi2^<DT-

R^O. 002XV/'I eT^So* Va=l OkVolt
. I e = 5 /i At'{i;R^4MQi::&So SfclH^tCn

:^)^3t^-$)tl{fR^2. 6 7MQTfe§o
[009 6] h 'J ^XEiH^^iJffl LT^^Jgrlgi)

n\zmmm-^^ri^ i rjom^um^nLxmuKU so

[0 0 9 7] th\L-mmts.mmmi(o{'^mz^\^^x
0 . 4 %cDmm^Mmt^<Dic u-+f- h u ^ y ^~^£d

[0 0 9 8] x^~^±(Dwmm±mmm.^mm.(Dm

xhmmMm^ti^i^±t^o 50

!itr»a¥i 0-3 2 6 5 8 3

20

[0 0 9 9] ^«|5S±Si^Wi}^i3)ciSH<DX^—t>-{Cl

ximmm^^-^\^^^mm^ ^ ii.^mm.'&(Ditinx^^

[0 10 0] LTzt^-ox. ]timim^mmmi;^^K):k

^n^niiic^?>um±^xmimtim'pu $ ?.tcf§

[0101] T c RTb"!- 1 %(Dmnm±m^m^^rc^i'^
T'X^—9-lcm' ^/'cO(D?igM:^*^feJ:^0. IW

o"it. mm^^mtrs^c tti^rnxmisb^tirco t-^

t>'^«l55±)lc»igmfi)S^i:(ti: <fc t) J-X±

cD^ffA>?.s cm' fefcDO. 1 W^Mx
^l^SSjgSi^Ofiitt 1 0 X V a' QU±T-35?>o f^t)
5. X^—9-±ti:ffMtfc^«ES±flioaffiSJr[{±l 0

xva'Q*^p.i o" Q(Dmmicm^tn^timx$>
-So

[0 10 2] ±5iLfc<fc9(-ieiH4Ste±t-ffM^nfc

tii3^±^<-^£oxmiiti'^n(DM^^ti^m^K). s/cfign

1 o'~ 1 oV>^*Xhn-A, $?>{cti:2. 0X10
'~5. OX 1 o'^ty^^Xho-AT'feSCil^^MSL

jif^Li^lBHA^?). ^mH±m(D\mMt\ 0'' xva
'~1 o'QcmT'S§i;J:t/\ $5.tg®igtr[i:^/¥0

<kt)(tf$Ll^i5H^^iK-r5/ci6tc{i. 2. Oxio"
xVa'~5. OX 1 o' Q cmi:-r5<0A<^l'\

[0 10 3] iiftJ^fiStSHt-fett^m^OijPiillBEV a

til O0Ji(±T'S0. +^^^lig^?#§fci6tct±l kV



(12)

21

(DME^^t^o Va = l ky<D^mctsi^rit. ^«
m±m<otmmi. i o~ i o' c m*wt bv^lEH•e

[0 10 4] tttcti, 7y-Ftt@Rt;Ba

fe^. ^ 1 mn^^^-r^m i ogp^^t LT^iiK±

2 (omt Lxmmmm i^mmmm) ^m^f^ t lo

Co 1 0 5] ^mm-^-it^mrz-h^mmicii

[0 1 0 6] s/c. ^mM-vii^myy-y^mmic-^rc

[0 10 7] m^immimt'^ i o'' ~ i o ' oicm^ 20

1 0" Dic^s^n. st^g^fei!««iF^Ri>*5}-fijr/-

F

mMic¥A.^B^^mmxt. m^Li^^ihmmmxt 30

So

[0 10 8] U±(Di;9'S:^fig©X-^—9-^. Sj^ffiiM

immr^ntic^^. mmrnxm^cDrju^m^mm

[010 9] mz 9, 03 oti. ^^m<o7.^—*)-^m
m Lrcmmm&^m<Dm^o-m^^stm^mx^ 0 . 40

03O{i. 112 9tcfctt§A-A' mmmxh^o
[0 1 1 0] 02 9{c*3v^T. 1 um^im^xh^v

ltX^~^. 4 (± U 7^U- h 1 comi^X$>^mm. 5

{±«^Kjtti^i^. 6 a Ra' 6 b imi'miiim^ 5 {c«e
^enAp-rs/ci6®«<i. 7 a (^s«<i) at; 7 b at

ffiH-aii. 8{i7x-x:/lx-F2<DSt^T$.^S^5.
9(i>{^;WVy^. 1 Oimi^WXh^o E3 0{C*il/>

Tfi. 1 1 ii7.^-mcmmii^^^. wn^mmt^ 50

10-326583
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7yb-Fr^©!igi^. Htt7x-xyu-FiP.ijOS^It
noi^^ti. H' itv7yu-hm<Dmmnm(Dmt.
Lc ti7x-xyu-miJ<Da4/cM<54«@©i|'S^ Pc «
^tDlf>y^. L, {i^fJ7y- Fm^^^r^^BJS
lilKDti. P, ti^oe-y^Tfe^o U77"P-M
tX^—9-1 1 ^gj^-r^^J^Sr^LTV^-S*"!. 7x-7.
7'U-F2«C*eit147'J>y F^M^LT7x-X^U'
-F2i!X^-+M l^S3li-rS<lfc*.RrtlT'35;5o

[0 111] U7yix-F Hi. ^l5[<D«^S5(tb*?*^

S^g 4 ±(c Jn/c«? §0 s« 4 ^ l.t

7;^5^^(D^:rv5•y^X. St/S iStg^^ffl

iff-tL<mi^^ctti^xt^o m=fmtiim^5tLx.
ccxiis mm&mmm^w^mm=?^m^^x\.^^o
[0 1 1 2] 03 ui!i(Dmmmicmi:>mmB^mm

m'i^m(DmiAmx^?>o ms \Rzfm3 zic^i^x. m
2 9> 03 0fC^Lfcg|3{iii:|WIDg|5{4{cmi2 9. 03
o^cHLrc1^^^tm-(DW^^HLx\^^^o ms zic^
1^x3 iimmn.mm. 3zimTmm^ixh^o mm.
\mm3 licit, retell, l 0:ty^^XFP-Aj;D

3 l^mt^ir^MmtLX. fI^<D#m/^v^L^^
t^^^i^^ctij'^X^^ioK IttcPd. Pt. Ag. A

um(DM^m7im^^ismmit^^mmm^Lxm e.

nSPd. Ft. Ag. Au. PdOl|*<<ff$L<fflt/^

?.n5o S^«{tiigP3 2t±. #«14ifM3 1 (D-mcB

mn.mm3 i^^mi^tmncoTim. Rzfmm. mm

[0113]tt®6a. GhtLXlt. -m^J^mi^M
n^m^^ctti^x^^o ctnimpLi£Ni. cr, a
u. Mo^ W. Pt. Ti. AK Cu. Pd ^(D^M
miHt^^'ELtfP d. Ag. Au. RuOz s Pd-A

[0 114] n^WLmm^scommc^^^xii. m^o
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on^WLiam^ 5 <Dnm<o~-n e a xi^\^(ouu 1

? 5 ©IWitDftkT? 6 b Y :^[R]©i23ll 7 b {CftiitCg

fcmMcDff^4^fffM$n> Ittc. X73(R]Beil7 ai:Y73

iPlEiH 7 b <D3^MgP<0«^i[M{clf;^f#§ J; -5 , d/p.

t^p. m^t\ Jig^^^n^o X77[^Em7 aftti,

x7i[R]tE5rij Lrcii?S5(t±i^? 5 (o\i-fkmit^rz^<^

^ni.o Y:^isiSBii7 btcfi. \-n^\zMn\.rz

[0 115] ±E^fiKtc:tel,^T{i:. ^M^hU^Xigi!)

[0 116] z.(n>\,^fs^\z^ W3\\rMW^tz.^WL(on^1k

;^|pii:i^^') T\ iS«?»cai^?o±;^icieL/-c»« 30

[0 117] 7x-X7'U-h2{i, Sffi8<D«ffi(C><

^;W^-y ^ 9 i:^7ti*:fli 1 OH^J^fiJcL/cPHiSS-efe

Sffi. V;l/-y;l/ffi. 7./^y^^^ll^i:J;^) S i Qz

[0 118] ><i5?;WVy^9{i, ®ffl^T^T'€§/ctt
/J^^<ffl)^§fci6{cY;^fRlSeii^7 bfi:¥tT> x:^[S]Baiii

7 atlil(c|EH^n§J:9x 7;!- h U vy^7^'-ti:
cfcoT^i'fiJ/^^J'-^iy^'^n. $^{c:a'fij?ijmci 0 0

n^o ^^fiJ7y-H«ffi(Di|'iL, Rt;t°>yf-

P, {±iiifi}Kfigga{i:fet?§m?^&ti^x:^(p]BH«ij® 50

1$^¥l.0-3 2 6 5 8 3

24

[0 1 1 9] p. =n • p. (neN|n<100)
1 O" m^Pa -La ^1 0"' m
C d LTtt?iKtB*?5 .fc ^P)Kl±l$nfca?{±7x-X
7ix-h 2 ^§ I toitp,n. %mzxvtmM-m\ otc

^&>&t#5ci:A^-et§o -UStc. ^^-TVfflCRTt
fflt^e)nTV^i)^7tt*:-eti. ^kV*>5>ii(l OkVcDSB

ffly^©7t^7 x-z7l^- h 2 tJ^^ffiSI^ c i;

M%5?5(im«.35So 7y-F«@i:LTMWm<i^fflt/^

[0 1 2 0] 03 1 tcfel^T. \ 3ti. ';77^-
M&J/7x-7>7U-h 2 i:g^3^5nT*5 0. ^l-HSi

^JB^bTt/^So ^^fiil 3i:y77U-HScJ>'7x-
x7P-h2^;(Digm. U77b-M. 7x-x7
b-h2. n#l 3^1i^-r§WKt-*>=k^*^ -i^Ji:

tT;!i'^X^fflV^/-c^^. ;i7'^X7'J -y h^ffli/^TIllS

77U-h 1 t7x-X7lx-h2P^C0Sg^d^iSSl^^
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